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前  言 
 

2021 年 7 月，依托北京城市气象研究院行业信息监测

与分析系统，北京气象学会与支撑单位北京城市气象研究

院联合制作了《城市气象科技信息监测简报》，定期为会员

提供科技信息服务。简报每月一期，每期分为文献和咨询

两类。 

目前，学会主要依据城市气象领域的关键词搜索信息，

并形成每月简报。欢迎各位会员向我们提供相关科技领域

信息及其搜索关键词，不断扩充简报的专业领域范围，丰

富简报的内容，以更好地满足广大会员朋友们对快速更新

科技信息的需求。 

同时，热诚欢迎广大会员对简报的科技信息内容、展

现形式、阅读体验和收获感悟等提出建议和点评。编辑团

队将遴选出优秀建议和点评内容刊载在简报上。 

2020 年 12 月，学会换届成立了第 21 届理事会，现拥

有 52 家理事单位和 947 名会员。我们希望借助此简报，为

广大会员朋友们提供高质高效的科技信息服务，同时在大

家的支持和帮助下，我们共同将简报建设成为会员交流的

友好平台。  
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❖报告概述 

✧监测周期
 

2021年 07月 01日 - 2021年 07月 31 日
 

✧监测主题
 

专题研究——城市边界层、城市气象精细预报、城市气候与生态；
 

❖专题研究
 

✧城市边界层与大气环境
 

本监测周期内，文献信息共更新 45 条：
 

Exploration of PM mass, source, and component-related factors that 

might explain heterogeneity in daily PM2.5-mortality associations 

across the United States
 

摘 要 ： Multi-city epidemiologic studies examining short-term 

(daily) differences in fine particulate matter (PM2.5) provide 

evidence of substantial spatial heterogeneity in city-specific 

mortality risk estimates across the United States. Because PM2.5 is a 

mixture of particles, both directly emitted from sources or formed 

through atmospheric reactions, some of this heterogeneity may be due 

to regional variations in PM2.5 toxicity. Using inverse variance 

weighted linear regression, we examined change in percent change in 

mortality in association with 24 “exposure” determinants 

representing three basic groupings based on potential explanations 

for differences in PM toxicity – size, source, and composition. 

Percent changes in mortality for the PM2.5-mortality association for 

313 core-based statistical areas and their metropolitan divisions 

over 1999–2005 were used as the outcome. Several determinants were 

identified as potential contributors to heterogeneity: all mass 

fraction determinants, vehicle miles traveled (VMT) for diesel total, 

VMT gas per capita, PM2.5 ammonium, PM2.5 nitrate, and PM2.5 sulfate. 

In multivariable models, only daily correlation of PM2.5 with PM10 

and long-term average PM2.5 mass concentration were retained, 

explaining approximately 10% of total variability. The results of 

this analysis contribute to the growing body of literature 

specifically focusing on assessing the underlying basis of the 
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observed spatial heterogeneity in PM2.5-mortality effect estimates, 

continuing to demonstrate that this heterogeneity is multifactorial 

and not attributable to a single aspect of PM.
 

来源：Elsevier
 

发布时间：2021-07-31 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1352231021004

726
 

Transcriptomics changes and the candidate pathway in human 

macrophages induced by different PM2.5 extracts
 

摘要：Highlights?The oxidative stress and inflammation response 

are closely correlated with water soluble components-induced 

cytotoxicity.?Cell cycle dysregulation may play an important role in 

biological effects induced by organic components of PM2.5.?The 

transcriptomic changes induced by seasonal PM2.5 extracts partially 

depend on the contents of PAHs and metal ions.AbstractAmbient fine 

particulate matter (PM2.5) is a worldwide environmental problem and 

is posing a serious threat to human health. Until now, the molecul
 

来源：sciencedirect
 

发布时间：2021-07-31 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0269749121014

72X
 

Short-term exposure to ambient air pollution and type 2 diabetes 

mortality: A population-based time series study
 

摘 要 ： Highlights?Short-term exposure to air pollution was 

associated with an increased risk of T2DM.?Greater effects of gaseous 

pollutants than those of particulates were identified.?This study 

adds to the current body of literature coming from developing 

countries.AbstractAcute health effects of air pollution on diabetes 

risk have not been fully studied in developing countries and the 

results remain inconsistent. This study aimed to investigate the 

association between short-term exposure to ambient air pollution and 

Typ
 
来源：sciencedirect
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发布时间：2021-07-31 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0269749121014

688
 

Evaluation of the coupled high-resolution atmospheric chemistry 

model system MECO(n) using in situ and MAX-DOAS NO2 measurements
 

摘要：We present high spatial resolution (up to 2.2×2.2?km2) 

simulations focussed over south-west Germany using the online coupled 

regional atmospheric chemistry model system MECO(n) (MESSy-fied ECHAM 

and COSMO models nested n times). Numerical simulation of nitrogen 

dioxide (NO2) surface volume mixing ratios (VMRs) are compared to in 

situ measurements from a network with 193 locations including 

background, traffic-adjacent and industrial stations to investigate 

the model's performance in simulating the spatial and temporal 

variability of short-lived chemical species. We show that the use of 

a high-resolution and up-to-date emission inventory is crucial for 

reproducing the spatial variability and resulted in good agreement 

with the measured VMRs at the background and industrial locations 

with an overall bias of less than 10?%. We introduce a 

computationally efficient approach that simulates diurnal and daily 

variability in monthly-resolved anthropogenic emissions to resolve 

the temporal variability of NO2.MAX-DOAS (Multiple AXis Differential 

Optical Absorption Spectroscopy) measurements performed at Mainz 

(49.99°?N, 8.23°?E) were used to evaluate the simulated 

tropospheric vertical column densities (VCDs) of NO2. We propose a 

consistent and robust approach to evaluate the vertical distribution 

of NO2 in the boundary layer by comparing the individual differential 

slant column densities (dSCDs) at various elevation angles. This 

approach considers details of the spatial heterogeneity and 

sensitivity volume of the MAX-DOAS measurements while comparing the 

measured and simulated dSCDs. The effects of clouds on the agreement 

between MAX-DOAS measurements and simulations have also been 

investigated. For low elevation angles (≤8°), small biases in the 

range of ?14?% to +7?% and Pearson correlation coefficients in the 

range of 0.5 to 0.8 were achieved for different azimuth directions in 
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the cloud-free cases, indicating good model performance in the layers 

close to the surface. Accounting for diurnal and daily variability in 

the monthly-resolved anthropogenic emissions was found to be crucial 

for the accurate representation of time series of measured NO2 VMR 

and dSCDs and is particularly critical when vertical mixing is 

suppressed, and the atmospheric lifetime of NO2 is relatively long.
 

来源：AMT
 

发布时间：2021-07-30 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://amt.copernicus.org/articles/14/5241/2021/
 

Short-term associations between particulate matter air pollution and 

hospital admissions through the emergency room for urinary system 

disease in Beijing, China: A time-series study
 

摘要：Highlights?Short-term exposures to PM2.5 and PM10 are risk 

factors for urinary system disease.?Cumulative exposure over 11 days 

showed the strongest associations.?We were unable to disentangle the 

PM2.5 versus PM10 association.AbstractEvidence on the relationship 

between particulate matter air pollution and urinary system disease 

(UD) is scarce. This study aims to evaluate the associations between 

short-term exposures to PM2.5 and PM10 and risk of daily UD inpatient 

hospital admissions through the emergency room (E
 

来源：sciencedirect
 

发布时间：2021-07-29 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0269749121014

408
 

Greenness, air pollution, and mortality risk: A U.S. cohort study of 

cancer patients and survivors
 

摘 要 ： ?This study evaluated greenness and air pollution on 

mortality risk of cancer patients and survivors in the U.S.?Greenness, 

as measured by NDVI, was associated with decreased risk of cancer 

mortality.?Air pollution, as measured by PM2.5, was associated with 

increased risk of cardiopulmonary mortality. Individuals with high 

survivability cancers were benefited more from greenness than those 
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with low survivability cancers.
 

来源：sciencedirect
 

发布时间：2021-07-29 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160412021004

220
 

Source apportionment of atmospheric PM10 oxidative potential: 

synthesis of 15?year-round urban datasets in France
 

摘 要 ： Reactive oxygen species (ROS) carried or induced by 

particulate matter (PM)are suspected of inducing oxidative stress in 

vivo, leading to adverse health impacts such as respiratory or 

cardiovascular diseases. The oxidative potential (OP) of PM, 

displaying the ability of PM to oxidize the lung environment, is 

gaining strong interest in examining health risks associated with PM 

exposure. In this study, OP was measured by two different acellular 

assays (dithiothreitol, DTT, and ascorbic acid, AA) on PM10 filter 

samples from 15?yearly time series of filters collected at 14 

different locations in France between 2013 and 2018, including urban, 

traffic and Alpine valley site typologies. A detailed chemical 

speciation was also performed on the same samples, allowing the 

source apportionment of PM using positive matrix factorization (PMF) 

for each series, for a total number of more than 1700 samples. This 

study then provides a large-scale synthesis of the source 

apportionment of OP using coupled PMF and multiple linear regression 

(MLR) models. The primary road traffic, biomass burning, dust, MSA-

rich, and primary biogenic sources had distinct positive redox 

activity towards the OPDTT assay, whereas biomass burning and road 

traffic sources only display significant activity for the OPAA assay. 

The daily median source contribution to the total OPDTT highlighted 

the dominant influence of the primary road traffic source. Both the 

biomass burning and the road traffic sources contributed evenly to 

the observed OPAA. Therefore, it appears clear that residential wood 

burning and road traffic are the two main target sources to be 

prioritized in order to decrease significantly the OP in western 

Europe and, if the OP is a good proxy of human health impact, to 
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lower the health risks from PM exposure.
 

来源：ACP
 

发布时间：2021-07-28 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/21/11353/2021/
 

Spatio-temporal modeling of PM2.5 risk mapping using three machine 

learning algorithms
 

摘要：Highlights GIS, RS, and machine learning algorithms were 

used to PM 2.5 risk mapping. The effect of ten parameters on PM 2.5 

was considered in four different seasons. The random forest (RF) 

algorithm showed good accuracy in Spatio-temporal modeling of PM 

2.5.?The results showed that the highest prevalence of PM 2.5 in 

Tehran is in autumn season. Abstract Urban air pollution is one of 

the most critical issues that affect the environment, community 

health, economy, and management of urban areas. From a public health 

pe
 

来源：sciencedirect
 

发布时间：2021-07-28 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0269749121014

41X
 

Satellite-based estimation of the impacts of summertime wildfires on 

PM2.5 concentration in the United States
 

摘 要 ： Frequent and widespread wildfires in the northwestern 

United States and Canada have become the “new normal” during the 

Northern Hemisphere summer months, which significantly degrades 

particulate matter air quality in the United States. Using the mid-

visible Multi Angle Implementation of Atmospheric Correction(MAIAC) 

satellite-derived aerosol optical depth (AOD) with meteorological 

information from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 

Forecasts(ECMWF) and other ancillary data, we quantify the impact of 

these fires on fine particulate matter concentration (PM2.5) air 

quality in the United States. We use a geographically weighted 

regression (GWR) method to estimate surface PM2.5 in the United 

States between low (2011) and high (2018) fire activity years. Our 
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results indicate an overall leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) R2 

value of 0.797 with root mean square error (RMSE) between 3 and 

5?μg?m?3. Our results indicate that smoke aerosols caused 

significant pollution changes over half of the United States. We 

estimate that nearly 29states have increased PM2.5 during the fire-

active year and that 15 of these states have PM2.5 concentrations 

more than 2 times that of the inactive year. Furthermore, these fires 

increased the daily mean surfacePM2.5 concentrations in Washington 

and Oregon by 38 to 259?μg m3, posing significant health risks 

especially to vulnerable populations. Our results also show that the 

GWR model can be successfully applied to PM2.5 estimations from 

wildfires, thereby providing useful information for various 

applications such as public health assessment.
 

来源：ACP
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Contrasting responses of local climate to the perturbation of 

atmospheric boundary layer winds linked to land–atmosphere 

interactions
 

摘 要 ： The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is an interface 

through which the land surface influences the atmosphere and is 

crucial to land–atmosphere (L–A) interactions. Winds are an 

important element of the ABL, but their role in L–A interactions is 

still partly unclear. Here, we use regional climate model experiments 

to investigate the impact of ABL winds on intra-seasonal climate 

variabilities in East Asia. Two ensemble experiments were performed: 

one is a control ensemble, and the other is a perturbed ensemble, in 

which the ABL winds are shuffled from corresponding ensemble members 

of the control ensemble to produce a random perturbation of ABL winds. 

We found that the climates of the ensemble members become less 

similar in humid southern China, but generally more similar in 

semiarid northern China/Mongolia (NCM), especially for the mean 

values of several variables. The weather in southern China strongly 

responds to ABL winds and become less similar after perturbation. In 
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NCM, however, the strong L–A positive feedbacks, which involve wind 

field change in response to land surface changes and tend to cause 

large weather and climate anomalies, are weakened by the ABL wind 

perturbations. Thus, the inter-member divergences of related 

variables, including surface temperature, sensible heat flux, soil 

moisture, and to some extent precipitation, are smaller and their 

time series are more similar. Clearly, the different L–A 

interactions in these two regions are the main reason for the 

contrasting responses of local climate to the ABL wind perturbations. 

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Investigating axisymmetric and asymmetric signals of secondary 

eyewall formation using observations-based modeling of the tropical 

cyclone boundary layer
 

摘要：This study examines axisymmetric and asymmetric aspects of 

secondary eye wall formation (SEF) in tropical cyclones (TCs) by 

applying a nonlinear boundary layer model to tangential wind 

composites of observed TCs with and without SEF. SEF storms were 

further analyzed at times prior to and after SEF, as defined by the 

emergence of a secondary maximum in axisymmetric tangential wind. The 

model is used to investigate the steady-state boundary layer response 

to the free-tropospheric pressure forcing derived from observed 

tangential wind fields. The axisymmetric response to the Post-SEF 

wind field displayed a secondary updraft maximum associated with a 

mature secondary eyewall; the model correctly produced no secondary 

updraft for non-SEF storms. The Pre-SEF response also exhibited a 

secondary updraft associated with an incipient secondary eyewall 

largely due to the broadened outer tangential wind field that 

commonly precedes SEF events. The asymmetric wind fields and model 

response were analyzed relative to the 850-200 hPa environmental wind 

shear vector. In Pre-SEF storms, the tangential wind field displayed 
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a broadened tangential wind structure in the downshear quadrants. The 

boundary layer response shows a downwind shift towards the left-of-

shear quadrants, exhibiting the clearest secondary maxima in updrafts, 

tangential wind, and radial inflow. This left-of-shear response was 

the leading contributor to the secondary eyewall signals in the Pre-

SEF axisymmetric response. Sensitivity analyses confirmed the 

robustness of these asymmetric signals. These findings suggest that 

enhanced tangential wind and boundary layer updrafts in the left-of-

shear sectors may be early indicators and critical features of SEF in 

sheared TCs.
 

来源：JGR期刊
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Urban road greenbelt configuration: The perspective of PM2.5 removal 

and air quality regulation
 

摘 要 ： Download : Download high-res image (153KB)Download : 

Download full-size image
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Personal exposure to PM2.5 in five commuting modes under hazy and 

non-hazy conditions
 

摘要： Highlights Commuting PM2.5 exposure depended largely on 

ambient concentrations in haze episodes. Commuting PM2.5 exposure was 

affected by local sources in non-haze conditions. Active commuters 

inhaled a greater dose of PM2.5 Sealing windows can effectively 

reduce PM2.5 exposure while driving. Abstract Effective reducing 

exposure to fine particulate matter (PM2.5) during commuting can help 

lower the risk of adverse health effects therefrom; however, few 

studies have examined the influence of different background level
 

来源：sciencedirect
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发布时间：2021-07-23 00:00:00
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Long-term Trend Comparison of Planetary Boundary Layer Height in 

Observations and CMIP6 models over China
 

摘要：The planetary boundary layer (PBL) plays an essential role 

in climate and air quality simulations. Nevertheless, large 

uncertainties remain in understanding the drivers for long-term trend 

of PBL height (PBLH) and its simulation. Here we combinate the 

radiosonde data and reanalysis datasets to analyze PBLH long-term 

trends over China, and to further explore the performance of CMIP6 

climate models in simulating these trends. Results show that the 

observed long-term “positive to negative” trend shift of PBLH is 

related to the variation in the surface upward sensible heat flux 

(SHFLX), and the SHFLX is further controlled by the synergistic 

effect of low cloud cover (LCC) and soil moisture (SM) changes. 

Variabilities in LCC and SM directly influence the energy balance via 

surface net downward shortwave flux (SWF) and the latent heat flux 

(LHFLX), respectively. The CMIP6 climate models, however, cannot 

reproduce the observed PBLH long-term trend shift over China. The 

CMIP6 results illustrate an overwhelming continuous downward PBLH 

trend during the 1979–2014 period, which is largely caused by the 

poor capability in simulating long-term variations of cloud radiative 

effect. Our results reveal that the long-term cloud radiative effect 

simulation is critical for CMIP6 models in reproducing the long-term 

trend of PBLH. This study highlights the importance of processes 

associated with LCC and SM in modulating PBLH long-term variations 

and calls attentions to improve these processes in climate models in 

order to improve the PBLH long-term trend simulations.
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Quantifying the Mechanisms of Atmospheric Circulation Response to 

Greenhouse Gas Increases in a Forcing\u2013Feedback Framework
 

摘要：While there is substantial evidence for tropospheric jet 

shift and Hadley cell expansion in response to greenhouse gas 

increases, quantitative assessments of individual mechanisms and 

feedback for atmospheric circulation changes remain lacking. We 

present a new forcing–feedback analysis on circulation response to 

increasing CO2 concentration in an aquaplanet atmospheric model. This 

forcing–feedback framework explicitly identifies a direct zonal wind 

response by holding the zonal mean zonal wind exerting on the zonal 

advection of eddies unchanged, in comparison with the additional 

feedback induced by the direct response in zonal mean zonal wind. It 

is shown that the zonal advection feedback accounts for nearly half 

of the changes to the eddy-driven jet shift and Hadley cell expansion, 

largely contributing to the subtropical precipitation decline, when 

the CO2 concentration varies over a range of climates. The direct 

response in temperature displays the well-known tropospheric warming 

pattern to CO2 increases, but the feedback exhibits negative signals. 

The direct response in eddies is characterized by a reduction in 

upward wave propagation and a poleward shift of midlatitude eddy 

momentum flux (EMF) convergence, likely due to an increase in static 

stability from moist thermodynamic adjustment. In contrast, the 

feedback features a dipole pattern in EMF that further shifts and 

strengthens midlatitude EMF convergence, resulting from the upper-

level zonal wind increase seen in the direct response. Interestingly, 

the direct response produces an increase in eddy kinetic energy (EKE), 

but the feedback weakens EKE. Thus, the forcing–feedback framework 

highlights the distinct effect of zonal mean advecting wind from 

direct thermodynamic effects in atmospheric response to greenhouse 

gas increases.
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Contribution of AOD-PM2.5 surfaces to respiratory-cardiovascular 

hospital events in urban and rural areas in Baltimore, Maryland, USA: 

New analytical method correctly identified true positive cases and 

true negative controls
 

摘 要 ： Epidemiologic studies have used aerosol optical depth 

(AOD)-PM2.5 as a proxy for ambient PM2.5 in urban and rural areas, 

even though its validation with air monitors has only occurred in 

urban areas. The contribution of elevated AOD-PM2.5 on respiratory-

cardiovascular true positive (TP) cases, exposed to high PM2.5, and 

true negative (TN) controls, not exposed to elevated PM2.5, was 

evaluated in 72 Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) grids with 

(urban) and without (rural) air monitors. The odds ratio (OR) 

algorithm and the newly developed beta (?) algorithm were used to 

evaluate the reliability and validity of TP cases, and TN controls in 

grids with and without air monitors. Four experimental AOD-PM2.5 

fused surfaces and four health outcomes were evaluated. Only the 

linear predictor (?) algorithm reliably and correctly identified TP 

cases and TN controls, with probabilities ~1.00. The OR algorithm 

only identified TN controls, with probabilities ~1.00, and 

significantly overestimated the percentage of TP cases. Regression 

analyses demonstrated that the OR algorithms accuracy could be 

improved if the number of cases for all health outcomes was increased 

50.8% in all grids and 73.9% in grids without monitors. Since the 

number and percentage of TP cases and TN controls were similar in 

grids with and without air monitors, this outcome suggests that the 

AOD-PM2.5 and health outcome concentration-response function 

evaluated in grids with monitors also holds in grids without air 

monitors. The possible use of AOD-PM2.5 fused surfaces, as another 

epidemiologic tool, to assess elevated ambient PM2.5 concentration 

levels to respiratory-cardiovascular hospital events in rural areas 

is discussed.
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Large eddy simulation of particle transport and deposition over 

multiple 2D square obstacles in a turbulent boundary layer
 

摘要：Predicting solid particle transport in the lowest parts of 

the atmosphere is a major issue for man-made obstacles in semi-arid 

regions. Here, we investigate the effects on solid particle saltation, 

of square obstacles on the ground with different spacings. The 

aerodynamic field is determined by large eddy simulations coupled 

with an immersed boundary method for the obstacles. Solid particles 

are tracked by a Lagrangian approach. Take-off and rebound models are 

introduced for the interaction of particles with the wall. Without 

particles, fluid velocity profiles are first compared with 

experiments (Simoens etal., 2007) showing good agreement. Special 

focus is put on the recirculation zone that plays an important role 

in solid particle entrapment. Particle concentration fields are 

presented. Accumulation zones are studied regarding the different 

obstacle spacings as an extension of the aerodynamic scheme by Oke 

(1988) to solid particle transport. A deposition peak appears before 

the first obstacle. When the spacing between the two obstacles is 

large enough, some particles are trapped within the recirculation and 

a second deposition peak arises. The streamwise evolution of the 

horizontal saltation flux shows that the lowest flux downstream of 

the obstacles is obtained for the highest separation. The deposition 

rate or the streamwise saltation flux are estimated globally as a 

function of obstacle spacing. These results illustrate how the 

numerical tool developed here can be used for assessing air quality 

in terms of solid particle concentration. This article is protected 

by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Fate of dioxins in a municipal solid waste incinerator with state-

of-the-art air pollution control devices in China
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摘要： Highlights?Fate of dioxins was identified in MSWI with 

state-of-the-art APCDs.?Leachate was included in dioxin mass 

balance.?Positive dioxin balance of 0.88, 0.89 and 0.85?μg I-TEQ/t 

MSW for three methods.?Dioxin balance of incineration itself suggests 

possible memory effect for APCDs.AbstractThe variation of municipal 

solid waste (MSW) components and the improvement of incinerators have 

an obvious effect on dioxin emissions. However, there is a knowledge 

gap on dioxin distribution characteristics following China&#
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Classification of large-scale circulation patterns and their spatio-

temporal variability during High-PM10 events over the Korean 

Peninsula
 

摘 要 ： The typical spatio-temporal evolutions of large-scale 

weather patterns before and after high-concentration events of 

particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter?≤?10?μm (PM10) 

(High-PM10) over the Korean Peninsula were investigated. Using the K-

means clustering method, five significant large-scale weather 

patterns associated with High-PM10 events were identified. Among the 

91 High-PM10 events that occurred during winter/spring of 2007–2018, 

approximately 41% (38 cases) belonged to Cluster 1 and 5, 

characterized by upper-tropospheric downstream amplification of 

pressure anomaly originating from the Barents/Kara Sea of the Arctic 

Ocean. We refer to this pattern as the wave-train type. Concurrently 

with this pattern, southwesterly wind anomalies from southeastern 

China and significant descending air occurred over the Korean 

Peninsula, causing PM10 accumulation. Despite its dominance of 

occurrence, the wave-train type exhibited a relatively shorter mean 

duration of 1–2 days owing to its rapid development and traveling 

characteristics. Cluster 2 corresponded to approximately 29% (27 

cases) of the total cases, and was characterized by a stagnant 

anticyclone over the northeastern Eurasia region. In the lower 
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atmosphere, southerly winds dominated the Korean Peninsula. Vertical 

diffusion of PM10 was restricted by a vertically stable condition in 

the lower-to-mid-troposphere and a notably weak wind speed. Cluster 2 

had the longest duration of 3 days and the highest mean PM10 

concentration compared to the other clusters. Cluster 3 corresponded 

to approximately 13% (12 cases) of the total cases and exhibited a 

stagnant anticyclone centered at the Kamchatka region. In this case, 

weakened westerly is observed resulting in the characteristics of a 

circulation pattern that easily accumulates pollutants. Cluster 4 

accounted for approximately 15% (14 cases) of all cases, and is a 

pattern in which air of PM10 inflows following the back of the 

cyclone located in the northern part of the Korean Peninsula. We 

emphasize that most of High-PM10 events occurring over the Korean 

Peninsula are linked to the preceding upper-tropospheric large-scale 

circulation patterns. They control the low-level transports and 

accumulation of pollutants.
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Sled dogs as a model for PM2.5 exposure from wildfires in Alaska
 

摘 要 ： Download : Download high-res image (60KB)Download : 

Download full-size image
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Urban Boundary Layers Over Dense and Tall Canopies
 

摘要： Wind-tunnel experiments were carried out on four urban 

morphologies: two tall canopies with uniform height and two super-

tall canopies with a large variation in element heights. The average 

canopy height and packing density are fixed across the surfaces to, 

and, respectively. A combination of laser Doppler anemometry and 
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direct-drag measurements are used to calculate and scale the mean 

velocity profiles with the boundary-layer depth. In the uniform-

height experiment, the high packing density results in a ‘skimming 

flow’ regime with very little flow penetration into the canopy. This 

leads to a surprisingly shallow roughness sublayer, and a well-

defined inertial sublayer above it. In the heterogeneous-height 

canopies, despite the same packing density and average height, the 

flow features are significantly different. The height heterogeneity 

enhances mixing, thus encouraging deep flow penetration into the 

canopy. A deeper roughness sublayer is found to exist extending up to 

just above the tallest element height, which is found to be the 

dominant length scale controlling the flow behaviour. Results point 

toward the existence of a constant-stress layer for all surfaces 

considered herein despite the severity of the surface roughness 
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Air pollution mitigation can reduce the brightness of the night sky 

in and near cities
 

摘要： Light pollution is a novel environmental problem whose 

extent and severity are rapidly increasing. Among other concerns, it 

threatens global biodiversity, nocturnal animal migration, and the 

integrity of the ground-based astronomy research enterprise. The most 

familiar manifestation of light pollution is skyglow, the result of 

the interplay of outdoor artificial light at night (ALAN) and 

atmospheric scattering that obscures views of naturally dark night 

skies. Interventions to reduce night sky brightness (NSB) involving 

the adoption of modern lighting technologies are expected to yield 

the greatest positive environmental consequences, but other aspects 

of the problem have not been fully explored as bases for public 

policies aimed at reducing light pollution. Here we show that 

reducing air pollution, specifically aerosols, decreases NSB by tens 

of percent at relatively small distances from light sources. Cleaner 

city air lowers aerosol optical depth and darkens night skies, 
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particularly in directions toward light sources, due to relatively 

short path lengths traversed by photons from source to observer. A 

field experiment demonstrating the expected changes when 

transitioning from conditions of elevated turbidity to cleaner air 

validated our hypothesis. Our results suggest new policy actions to 

augment and enhance existing light pollution reduction techniques 

targeting lighting technology and design.
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Acute responses of airway oxidative stress, inflammation, and 

hemodynamic markers to ambient PM2.5 and their trace metal contents 

among healthy adolescences: A panel study in highly polluted versus 

low polluted regions
 

摘 要 ： Highlights Various noninvasive biomarkers were 

investigated in an associated pathway. PM-metals was four times 

higher in the polluted city than in the control city. EBC NOx and 

hemodynamic responses decreased with transition metal exposure. 

Exposure to PM2.5 and metals may elevate airway inflammatory markers 

in polluted city. Even exposure to PM2.5 below the WHO limits can 

raised NO-metabolism. Abstract Particulate air pollutants are known 

contributors to global cardiorespiratory mortality through several 

pathways. W
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Hourly air pollution exposure and emergency department visit for 

acute myocardial infarction: Vulnerable populations and susceptible 

time window
 

摘要： Highlights Hourly air pollution exposure is associated 

with acute myocardial infarction (AMI).?Increased AMI risk was 
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observed within 2–6?h after exposure to PM2.5.?Increased AMI risk 

was observed within 1?h after exposure to PM10.?PM2.5 had a greater 

effect on AMI during night-time than daytime. People who ever 

experienced angina were at higher risk of AMI from PM2.5 and 

PM10.AbstractAlthough short-term exposure to air pollution can 

trigger sudden heart attacks, evidence is scarce regarding the 

relationship betwee
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Estimating the health and economic burden of shipping related air 

pollution in the Iberian Peninsula
 

摘要：Shipping air pollution is a considerable burden affecting 

the Iberian Peninsula.?PM2.5 ship-related emissions increased all-

cause premature deaths by 7.7%.?NO2 ship-related health impacts were 

similar to those of PM2.5.Morbidity costs represented around 12–15% 

of the total costs estimated. Implementing measures to mitigate 

shipping air pollution in this region is needed.
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An Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer – New Generation 

(IASI-NG) channel selection for Numerical Weather Prediction
 

摘 要 ： In the framework of the EUMETSAT Polar System-Second 

Generation (EPS-SG) preparation, a new generation of the Infrared 

Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) instrument has been 

designed. The IASI-New Generation (IASI-NG) will measure radiances at 

a doubled spectral resolution compared to its predecessor and with a 

signal-to-noise ratio improved by a factor of 2. The high amount of 

data arising from IASI-NG will present many challenges for data 

transmission, storage and assimilation. Moreover, the full set of 
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measured radiances will not be exploitable in an operational 

Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) context. For these reasons, an 

appropriate IASI-NG channel selection is needed, aiming to select the 

most informative channels for NWP models. For such a purpose, the 

standard iterative channel selection methodology, based on the 

optimal linear estimation theory and assuming spectrally correlated 

errors, has been applied to a set of simulated data of the IASI-NG 

spectrum. The entire simulated IASING spectrum has been first 

investigated, while finally focusing the channel selection procedure 

on the most interesting wavelength ranges for the assimilation. 

Through this process, a total of 500 channels have been chosen to 

serve as a basis for the future channel selections to be provided to 

the NWP centres. It consists of 277 temperature, 23 surface-sensitive 

and 200 water vapour channels. One-dimensional variational (1D-Var) 

assimilation experiments show that using this selected set of 

channels leads to a reduction of the standard deviation of the error 

in temperature (up to 30%) and water vapour (up to 50%) profiles with 

respect to the a priori information.
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Performance evaluation of photographic measurement in the machine-

learning prediction of ground PM2.5 concentration
 

摘 要 ： The scarcity and sparsity of meteorological vertical 

observations have caused severe restrictions in the accurate forward 

prediction and backward analysis of weather and air pollution. In 

this study, we used a common camera to automatically photograph the 

daytime and nighttime lights at an urban site in Beijing during 

2019–2020, to support or act as a possible alternative to radiosonde 

measurement. The photo features characterize the scattering effect of 

atmospheric particulate matter on visible sunlight or lamps and 

record cloud, fog, and precipitation processes. The probability 

distributions of the mean blue brightness (B) and the mean red 

brightness (R) are significantly different for both the sky-part and 
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the ground-part pixels of the photo. The B/R ratio of the sky part 

(B/R_sky) is exponentially and negatively correlated with ground 

PM2.5 concentration. During the daytime, B/R_sky has a higher 

priority than the boundary layer height (BLH) in the determination of 

PM2.5 concentration by a decision tree model, whereas the BLH plays a 

key role at night, and the importance of B/R_sky is comparable to 

that of the BLH in the decision tree. The photo features were adopted 

as input variables into a simple multi-layer perceptron (MLP) model 

(3-layer neural network) predicting PM2.5 concentration, with a root 

mean square error of 1–3?μg/m3, indicating that the auto-shooting 

camera is a competitive alternative of meteorological measurement. 

Because of the low cost of installation, the broad application of 

auto-photography can make up for deficiencies of sounding observation, 

i.e., sparse temporal and spatial resolution, and can be accessed by 

the public in real time.
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云海-2掩星探测资料在全球数值天气预报模式中的同化效果评估
 

摘要：本文基于 T799L91 全球数值天气预报模式及其四维变分同化系统，

构建了云海-2 掩星探测资料的同化流程，并以 2019 年 7 月开展了为期一个月

的云海-2 掩星探测资料同化预报试验。对东亚区域、北半球和南半球的同化预

报结果评估表明：在全球数值天气预报模式中，同化云海-2 掩星探测资料能够

有效提高预报场的准确性，提高的幅度随着预报时效和预报日数的增加逐渐增

大；在更长时效的 72 h、120 h、168 h 预报中，云海-2 掩星探测资料与 GPS

（Global Positioning System）掩星探测资料的同化效果在中前期相当，在中

后期，同化云海-2 掩星探测资料逐渐优于 GPS 掩星探测资料；随着预报日数的

增加，联合同化云海-2 掩星探测资料和 GPS 掩星探测资料的优势逐步显现。关

键词:云海-2 掩星/GPS (Global Positioning System)/同化/全球数值天气预

报模式 /均方根误差 /相关系数 Abstract:Based on the T799L91 global 

numerical weather forecast model and its four-dimensional variational 

assimilation system, the assimilation process of Yunhai-2 occultation 

data was constructed, and a one-month assimilation-forecast 
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experiment for Yunhai-2 occultation data was carried out in July 2019. 

The evaluation of the assimilation forecast results for East Asia, 

Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere shows that: In the global 

numerical weather forecast model, assimilating Yunhai-2 occultation 

data can effectively improve the accuracy of the forecast field. With 

the extension of the forecast time and the increase of the forecast 

days, the improvement range gradually increases. With the longer time 

efforts of the 72-hour, 120-hour and 168-hour forecasting, the 

assimilation effects of Yunhai-2 occultation data and GPS (Global 

Positioning System) occultation data are similar in the middle and 

early days, while the assimilation of Yunhai-2 occultation data is 

gradually better than GPS occultation data in the middle and later 

days. With the increase of the forecasting days, the advantage of the 

joint assimilation of Yunhai-2 occultation data with GPS occultation 

data gradually appears.Key words:Yunhai-2 occultation/GPS (Global 

Positioning System)/Assimilation/Global numerical weather forecast 

model/Root mean square error/Correlation coefficient
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观测分析 El Ni?o 衰减早晚对南亚与青藏高原夏季降水和气温的影响
 

摘要：El Ni?o（厄尔尼诺）事件对东亚和南亚次年夏季降水影响及其机

理已经得到充分研究，但其对夏季青藏高原降水是否有显著影响还不清楚。本

研究根据 1950 年后 El Ni?o 事件次年衰减期演变速度，对比分析衰减早型与晚

型 El Ni?o 事件对南亚季风区与青藏高原夏季（6～9 月）季节平均和月平均气

候影响差异。结果显示在衰减早型次年夏季热带太平洋海温转为 La Ni?a（拉

尼娜）型且持续发展，引起 Walker 环流上升支西移，印度洋和南亚季风区上升

运动加强，同时激发异常西北太平洋反气旋（NWPAC），阿拉伯海异常气旋和伊

朗高原异常反气旋性环流响应，增加 7～9 月对流层偏南气流和印度洋水汽输送，

导致南亚和高原西南侧降水偏多。衰减晚型次年 6～8 月热带太平洋 El Ni?o 型

海温仍维持，印度洋暖异常海温显著，对应的印度洋和南亚季风区上升运动较

弱，NWPAC 西伸控制南亚季风区，阿拉伯海和中西亚分别呈现异常反气旋和气

旋性环流，导致青藏高原西风加强，水汽输送减少，南亚北部和高原降水一致
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偏少。结果表明：（1）El Ni?o 显著影响次年青藏高原西南部夏季季节和月平

均降水与温度，是印度和高原西南部夏季降水显著相关的重要原因；（2）El 

Ni?o 衰减快慢速度对南亚和青藏高原西南部夏季季节内降水的影响有着重要差

异。关键词:衰减 El Ni?o/南亚夏季风/青藏高原/夏季降水/西北太平洋反气旋 
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Evaluating the Impact of Planetary Boundary Layer, Land Surface 

Model, and Microphysics Parameterization Schemes on Cold Cloud 

Objects in Simulated GOES-16 Brightness Temperatures
 

摘 要 ： Infrared brightness temperatures (BTs) from the 

Geostationary Observing Environmental Satellite-16 Advanced Baseline 

Imager are used to examine the ability of several microphysics and 

planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes, as well as land surface 

models (LSM) and surface layers, to simulate upper-level clouds. Six 

parameterization configurations were evaluated. Cloud objects are 

identified using the Method for Object-Based Diagnostic Evaluation 

(MODE) and analyzed using the object-based threat score, mean-error 

distance, and pixel-based metrics including the mean absolute error 

and mean bias error (MBE) for matched objects where the displacement 

between objects has been removed. Objects are identified using either 

a fixed BT threshold of 235K or the 6.5th percentile of BTs for each 

model configuration. Analysis of the MODE-identified cloud objects 

shows that, compared to a configuration with the Thompson 

microphysics scheme, Mellor-Yamanda-Nakanishi-Niino (MYNN) PBL, 

Global Forecasting System (GFS) surface layer, and Noah LSM, the 

configuration employing the National Severe Storms Laboratory 

microphysics produced more cloud objects with higher BTs. Changing 

the PBL from MYNN to Shin-Hong or Eddy-Diffusivity Mass-Flux also 

resulted in a slightly lower accuracy, though these changes result in 

configurations which more accurately reproduced the number of 

observation cloud objects and slightly reduced the high MBE. Changing 

the LSM from Noah to RUC reduces forecast accuracy by producing too 
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many cloud objects with too low BTs. As the forecast hour increases, 

this accuracy reduction increases at a greater rate than occurred 

when changing the microphysics or PBL scheme and is further enhanced 

when using the MYNN surface layer rather than the GFS.
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An integrated model combining random forests and WRF/CMAQ model for 

high accuracy spatiotemporal PM2.5 predictions in the Kansai region 

of Japan
 

摘要：Accurate spatial and temporal prediction of PM2.5 ambient 

concentration is crucial to appropriate exposure assessment. We 

develop a spatiotemporal land use regression model by integrating a 

random forests (RF) technique and the Community Multiscale Air 

Quality (CMAQ) modeling system to accurately estimate daily PM2.5 

levels in the Kansai region of Japan, which is affected by long-range 

transport in the Asian continent and by local pollution. The most 

important advantage of RF is that it captures nonlinearity among the 

target air pollutants and the predictor variables including land-use 

variables, meteorological variables, and CMAQ-estimated PM2.5 

concentration. We compare the predicting performances of the land use 

random forests (LURF) models with and without CMAQ variables to 

determine their effectiveness. A cross-validation (CV) technique that 

calculates the coefficient of determination (R2) and root mean square 

error (RMSE) is performed to evaluate their prediction performances 

through spatial and temporal CVs. The performance of the with-CMAQ 

LURF model was superior to that of the without-CMAQ LURF model. 

Moreover, we evaluated the PM2.5 prediction performances of the with-

CMAQ LURF and the with-CMAQ land use linear regression (LULR) models 

via CV to determine the efficiency of the non-linear model. 

Accordingly, the with-CMAQ LURF model is preferable for PM2.5 

estimation compared to that of the with-CMAQ LULR model. In addition, 

the with-CMAQ LURF model exhibits higher PM2.5 predictability than 
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the CMAQ model, as indicated by the higher model-R2 and lower model-

RMSE values. Our findings demonstrate that the CMAQ-simulated PM2.5 

level integrated into the LURF is advantageous in accurately 

estimating PM2.5 concentration, which is influenced by long-range 

transport and local pollution.
 

来源：Elsevier
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Reconstructing atmospheric circulation and sea-ice extent in the 

West Antarctic over the past 200 years using data assimilation
 

摘要： The West Antarctic climate has witnessed large changes 

during the second half of the twentieth century including a strong 

and widespread continental warming, important regional changes in 

sea-ice extent and snow accumulation, as well as a major mass loss 

from the melting of some ice shelves. However, the potential links 

between those observed changes are still unclear and instrumental 

data do not allow determination of whether they are part of a long-

term evolution or specific to the recent decades. In this study, we 

analyze the climate variability of the past two centuries in the West 

Antarctic sector by reconstructing the key atmospheric variables 

(atmospheric circulation, near-surface air temperature and snow 

accumulation) as well as the sea-ice extent at the annual timescale 

using a data assimilation approach. To this end, information from 

Antarctic ice core records (snow accumulation and \(\delta 

^{{18}}\hbox{O}\)) and tree-ring width records situated in the mid-

latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere are combined with the physics of 

climate models using a data assimilation method. This ultimately 

provides a complete spatial reconstruction over the West Antarctic 

region. Our reconstruction reproduces well the main characteristics 

of the observed changes over the instrumental period. We show that 

the observed sea-ice reduction in the Bellingshausen-Amundsen Sea 

sector over the satellite era is part of a long-term trend, starting 

at around 1850 CE, while the sea-ice expansion in the Ross Sea sector 
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has only started around 1950 CE. Furthermore, according to our 

reconstruction, the Amundsen Sea Low pressure (ASL) displays no 

significant linear trend in its strength or position over 1850–1950 

CE but becomes stronger and shifts eastward afterwards. The year-to-

year sea-ice variations in the Ross Sea sector are strongly related 

to the ASL variability over the past two centuries, including the 

recent trends. By contrast, the link between ASL and sea-ice in the 

Bellingshausen-Amundsen Sea sector changes with time, being stronger 

in recent decades than before. Our reconstruction also suggests that 

the continental response to the variability of the ASL may not be 

stationary over time, being significantly affected by modification of 

the mean?atmospheric circulation. Finally, we show that the 

widespread warming since 1958 CE in West Antarctica is unusual in the 

context of past 200 years and is explained by both the deeper ASL and 

the positive phase of the Southern Annular Mode.
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Urbanization, ambient air pollution, and prevalence of chronic 

kidney disease: A nationwide cross-sectional study
 

摘要： Long-term exposure to PM2.5 and NO2 are associated with 

increased odds of CKD.?Urbanization modifies the associations of 

PM2.5 and NO2 with CKD prevalence.?Associations of PM2.5 and NO2 with 

CKD are stronger in median-urbanized areas.
 

来源：sciencedirect
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Predicting Spatial Variations in Multiple Measures of Oxidative 

Burden for Outdoor Fine Particulate Air Pollution across Canada
 

摘 要 ： Fine particulate air pollution (PM2.5) is a leading 

contributor to the overall global burden of disease. Traditionally, 

outdoor PM2.5 has been characterized using mass concentrations which 
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treat all particles as equally harmful. Oxidative potential (OP) (per 

μg) and oxidative burden (OB) (per m3) are complementary metrics 

that estimate the ability of PM2.5 to cause oxidative stress, which 

is an important mechanism in air pollution health effects. Here, we 

provide the first national estimates of spatial variations in 

multiple measures (glutathione, ascorbate, and dithiothreitol 

depletion) of annual median outdoor PM2.5 OB across Canada. To do 

this, we combined a large database of ground-level OB measurements 

collected monthly prospectively across Canada for 2 years (2016–2018) 

with PM2.5 components estimated using a chemical transport model 

(GEOS-Chem) and satellite aerosol observations. Our predicted ground-

level OB values of all three methods were consistent with ground-

level observations (cross-validation R2 = 0.63–0.74). We found that 

forested regions and urban areas had the highest OB, predicted 

primarily by black carbon and organic carbon from wildfires and 

transportation sources. Importantly, the dominant components 

associated with OB were different than those contributing to PM2.5 

mass concentrations (secondary inorganic aerosol); thus, OB metrics 

may better indicate harmful components and sources on health than the 

bulk PM2.5 mass, reinforcing that OB estimates can co
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Contributions of internal emissions to peaks and incremental indoor 

PM2.5 in rural coal use households
 

摘要：Highlights?Four-month highly resolved indoor PM2.5 from 70 

rural households burning coals.?Distinct distribution patterns of 

indoor PM2.5 at different time resolutions.?A peak prominence of 

350?μg/m3 attributed to indoor cooking.?52–68% of indoor PM2.5 from 

internal sources including fuel combustion.?A regional indoor PM2.5 

model with well transferability and predictability.AbstractIndoor air 

quality is critically important to the human as people spend most 

time indoors. Indoor PM2.5 is related to the outdoor level
 

来源：sciencedirect
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Impact of meteorology and emission on atmospheric PM2.5 – Using 

observed concentrations to reduce simulation uncertainty
 

摘 要 ： Whether the improvement or deterioration of PM2.5 

concentration is caused by a reduction/increase of emissions or a 

change in the weather has always been a curious yet difficult 

question to clarify because there are many uncertainties in the 

simulation system. In previous research, the observed concentration 

was introduced to reduce the uncertainty of the simulation system; 

however, no literature existed on how to correctly and reasonably 

split the observed concentration difference into its contribution 

from emission changes and its impact from meteorological changes. 

This study not only derived the splitting process in detail, but 

further derived the formula for splitting the contribution from 

emission changes into its contribution from local emission changes 

and its contribution from overseas emission changes. This was done to 

assess the importance of changes in Taiwans own emissions and changes 

in overseas emissions with regard to the improvement/deterioration of 

the observed concentration. Based on the derived formula, this study 

simulated 7 cases and combined the observation data to quantify the 

emission and meteorological impact on PM2.5 concentrations in Taiwan. 

Compared to 2013, the results in 2016 show a 5.28?μg/m3 improvement 

in the observed concentration of PM2.5 in Taiwan, and this was mainly 

due to the concentration improvement (5.92?μg/m3) brought about by 

the difference in emissions between those two years; the 

meteorological difference between those two years may have led to a 

slight increase in concentration (0.64?μg/m3). Regarding the 

concentration improvement brought about by the difference in 

emissions between those two years, 94% resulted from Taiwans own 

emission changes, and the remaining 6% resulted from overseas 

emission changes. These results confirm that the improvement of 

Taiwans PM2.5 concentration between those two years should mainly be 
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attributed to Taiwans own emission reduction. Therefore, the 

proportion of Taiwans PM2.5 concentration affected by long-range 

transport was higher in 2016 (43%) than it was in 2013 (38%).
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The chemical composition and toxicological effects of fine 

particulate matter (PM2.5) emitted from different cooking styles
 

摘要： Highlights?Cooking PM2.5 emissions elicited significant 

bioreactivity in dose-dependent manner.?Cantonese cooking style 

emitted highest PM2.5 and chemical species concentrations.?Positive 

significant correlations showed between PM2.5/OPAHs and ROS.?Majority 

of high molecular weight PAHs showed strong correlations with TNF-

α.?Benzo[a]pyrene demonstrated significant positive correlation 

against DNA damage.AbstractThe mass, chemical composition and 

toxicological properties of fine particulates (PM2.5) emitted from 

coo
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Residential Proximity to Biorefinery Sources of Air Pollution and 

Respiratory Diseases in New York State
 

摘 要 ： Understanding potential health risks associated with 

biofuel production is critical to sustainably combating energy 

insecurity and climate change. However, the specific health impacts 

associated with biorefinery-related emissions are not yet well 

characterized. We evaluated the relationship between respiratory 

emergency department (ED) visits (2011–2015) and residential 

exposure to biorefineries by comparing 15 biorefinery sites to 15 

control areas across New York (NY) State. We further examined these 

associations by biorefinery types (e.g., corn, wood, or soybean), 
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seasons, and lower respiratory disease subtypes. We measured 

biorefinery exposure using residential proximity in a cross-sectional 

study and estimation of biorefinery emission via AERMOD-simulated 

modeling. After controlling for multiple confounders, we consistently 

found that respiratory ED visit rates among residents living within 

10 km of biorefineries were significantly higher (rate ratios (RRs) 

range from 1.03 to 3.64) than those in control areas across our two 

types of exposure indices. This relationship held across biorefinery 

types (higher in corn and soybean biorefineries), seasons (higher in 

spring and winter), air pollutant types (highest for NO2), and 

respiratory subtypes (highest for emphysema). Further research is 

needed to confirm our findings.
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Stable carbon isotopic compositions and source apportionment of the 

carbonaceous components in PM2.5 in Taiyuan, China
 

摘 要 ： To determine the stable carbon isotopic compositions 

(δ13C) and source apportionment of carbonaceous components in 

Taiyuan, PM2.5 samples were collected using medium flow samplers (TH-

150C) during 4 months in 2014. The δ13C values of organic carbon (OC) 

and elemental carbon (EC) in PM2.5 were determined using an MAT-251 

gas mass spectrometer with a dual inlet system. Moreover, δ13CEC 

values from industrial and domestic coal combustion were 

synchronously measured. In March, May, August, and December, the mean 

δ13COC values were ?23.9?±?0.9‰, ?25.2?±?0.2‰, ?25.3?±?0.6‰, 

and ?22.9?±?1.0‰, respectively; the corresponding δ13CEC values 

were ?23.8?±?0.8‰, ?24.2?±?0.5‰, ?25.3?±?0.4‰, 

and ?23.8?±?0.3‰; and the corresponding δ13CTC values 

were ?23.8?±?0.7‰, ?24.8?±?0.2‰, ?25.3?±?0.4‰, 

and ?23.2?±?0.6‰. Notable differences were observed in temporal 

distributions of stable carbon isotopic compositions of OC, EC, and 

total carbon (TC). The heavier δ13CEC values in December and March 

was caused by increased coal combustion and C4 plant burning during 
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the heating season. The δ13CEC value was heavier than the δ13COC 

value in May, whereas the opposite was true in December. The δ13COC 

value may have been changed in atmospheric reactions during secondary 

organic aerosols formation in May and photochemical aging in December. 

There was almost no difference between δ13COC and δ13CEC in March 

and August. Source apportionment suggest that the EC sources in 

Taiyuan during the 4 months were different. EC in March and December 

was mainly due to fossil fuels (93.8%) and C4 plant burning (6.2%), 

EC in May was mainly affected by industrial coal combustion (50.0%) 

and vehicle exhaust (50.0%), and EC in August was the comprehensive 

result of fossil fuels (63.6%) and charcoal burning (36.4%). These 

results may enhance understanding of the sources of carbonaceous 

components in fine particles and may provide valuable data for 

environmental management.
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Mercury concentration and isotopic composition on different 

atmospheric particles (PM10 and PM2.5) in the subtropical coastal 

suburb of Xiamen Bay, Southern China
 

摘要：The concentration and isotopic composition of particulate-

bound mercury (PBM) on both PM2.5 and PM10 were simultaneously 

measured (24 months) in a typical subtropical coastal suburb of 

Xiamen bay (SCXB), southern China. The results showed that most 

mercury was concentrated in PM2.5 and small particulates enriched 

heavier isotopes of mercury more than lighter ones. Negative Δ199Hg 

values and slightly positive Δ200Hg values were observed in both 

PM2.5 and PM10. PBM input sources were identified with isotopic 

compositions and meteorological data using the NOAA HYSPLIT model. It 

revealed that biomass combustion is the main source of particulate 

mercury in SCXB, and the two other sources are urban anthropogenic 

emissions and potential marine sources. Seasonal variations in 

isotopic composition and correlation analysis suggested that PBM in 
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SCXB mainly originate from inland after long-distance transportation 

in spring and under the influence of oceanic air masses in summer. 

The Δ199Hg/Δ201Hg ratios in all samples (1.01?±?0.05, 2SE) 

indicated that the photoreduction of Hg(II) in the aerosol was the 

main reaction process of PBM transformation in the atmosphere. 

Seasonal variations in Δ200Hg values were also found, indicating the 

possibility of even mass independent fractionation in tracing the 

mercury sources.
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Important contribution of N2O5 hydrolysis to the daytime nitrate in 

Xi'an, China during haze periods: Isotopic analysis and WRF-Chem 

model simulation
 

摘要： Highlights?Nitrate becomes the main component of PM2.5 

than sulfate during the haze events in Xi’an.?N2O5 hydrolysis also 

plays a critical role in the buildup of daytime nitrate in heavy haze 

periods.?The high values of δ15N-NO3- in Xi’an can be ascribed to 

NOx from coal combustion emission.AbstractNitrate, as one of the 

major components of tropospheric aerosols, plays a crucial role in 

winter haze formation. While, the formation mechanism of the high 

production of nitrate in Chinese megacities is still not fully u
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Temporal trends of the concentration and sources of secondary 

organic aerosols in PM2.5 in Shanghai during 2012 and 2018
 

摘要：Based on the concentrations of the carbonaceous components 

and the typical organic tracers in 682 p.m.2.5 samples collected in 

Shanghai from 2012 to 2018, the temporal trends of the concentrations 
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and potential sources of the secondary organic aerosols in PM2.5 in 

Shanghai were investigated. The annual average concentrations of 

organic carbon (OC), elemental carbon (EC) and water-soluble organic 

carbon (WSOC) all showed a decreasing trend along with the PM2.5 

concentration. The annual concentration of total carbon (TC) in 2018 

(4.3?μg?m?3) was about 34% of that in 2012. Compared with that in 

2013, the concentrations of isoprene and sesquiterpene SOA tracers in 

2018 decreased by 48% and 43%. Meanwhile, the concentration of 

monoterpene SOA tracers kept stable in 2?ng?m?3 to 3?ng?m?3, and the 

concentration of toluene SOA tracer decreased slightly from 

1.3?ng?m?3 in 2013 to 1.0?ng?m?3 in 2018. Correlation analysis with 

levoglucosan suggested that biomass burning should be an important 

source of sesquitertene in Shanghai. It was found that the 2-MGA/2-

MTLs ratio of the isoprene tracers was more strongly affected by the 

ambient temperature but not NOx in Shanghai. The concentration of 

secondary organic carbon (SOC) estimated with OC/EC-based, WSOC-based 

and tracer-based methods showed a decreasing trend during the study 

period, but the contribution of SOC to OC was increasing. 

Anthropogenic aromatic volatile organic compounds was the 

increasingly important contributor to the SOC in PM2.5, and should be 

the key pollutants to be controlled to further improve the air 

quality in Shanghai.
 

来源：Elsevier
 

发布时间：2021-07-02 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1352231021004

180
 

Estimation of ambient PM2.5-related mortality burden in China by 

2030 under climate and population change scenarios: A modeling study
 

摘 要 ： ?Estimates of PM2.5 concentrations in 2030 declined 

compared with 2015.?If the age structure maintains, PM2.5-related 

premature death in 2030 related to 2015 decreased.?With the 

population aging, PM2.5-related premature death would sharply 

increase in 2030.
 

来源：sciencedirect
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发布时间：2021-07-02 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160412021003

585
 

Air pollution and cardiovascular disease hospitalization – Are 

associations modified by greenness, temperature and humidity?
 

摘 要 ： ?PM2.5 and NO2 were positively associated with CVD 

hospitalization.?Ozone was only positively associated with CVD 

hospitalization at low exposure levels.?Associations of PM2.5 were 

stronger with higher greenness.?Associations of PM2.5 were stronger 

with lower temperature, specific humidity and Ox.
 

来源：sciencedirect
 

发布时间：2021-07-02 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160412021003

408
 

Acute cardiovascular effects of traffic-related air pollution (TRAP) 

exposure in healthy adults: A randomized, blinded, crossover 

intervention study
 

摘要：Highlights?Inhaled TRAP mixture was controlled to examine 

the effects on cardiovascular system.?Short-term exposure to traffic 

acutely affects HRV, BP and HR of healthy adults.?The study found 

significant effects of PM in the TRAP on HR responses to 

exposure.?The findings provide insight into toxicological mechanisms 

of TRAP exposure effects.AbstractExposure to traffic-related air 

pollution (TRAP) may enhance the risk of cardiovascular disease. 

However, the short-term effects of TRAP components on the 

cardiovascula
 

来源：sciencedirect
 

发布时间：2021-07-01 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0269749121011

659
 

✧城市气象精细预报
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本监测周期内，资讯信息共更新 2 条：
 

A 53-Year 5x5 km Resolution China Dataset of Meteorological Forcings 

for Land Surface Modeling
 

摘 要 ： A 53-Year 5x5 km Resolution China Dataset of 

Meteorological Forcings for Land Surface Modeling Introduction | Data 

download | Data citation | Acknowledgement | Help --- Please DO NOT 

USE like Thunder with too many threads!!! --- Introduction The 

dataset of land surface forcing field for China Mainland, in the 

period of 1958 to 2010*, is provided. The dataset consists of 7 

components: near-surface air temperature, near surface air pressure, 

near surface relative humility, wind speed, rainfall rate, downward 

longwave radiation and downward shortwave radiation. The temporal-

spatial resolution of this dataset is 3hr and 5km. The documentation 

for this dataset can be downloaded here, including readme, 

geographic_information for the products, technical_details for the 

method we use and the analysis of the results, and format-conversion 

program by Visual FORTRAN 6.5. *Because of the limitation of the 

storage of our current system, we only provide the data for 2000 to 

2010, and we will upload the rest as soon as possible. Data download 

The dataset in compressed format can be downloaded in the following 

table. Data citation Li, T., X. Zheng, C.
 

来源：戴永久研究小组
 

发布时间：2021-07-23 16:05:45
 

数据类型：资讯
 

http://globalchange.bnu.edu.cn/research/forcing
 

5G wireless networks threaten weather forecasts, NCAR expert tells 

Congress
 

摘要：WASHINGTON, D.C. — The United States must protect radio 

frequencies that are essential for weather forecasts and 

understanding the climate system, NCAR Associate Director William 

Mahoney told the House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology 

today.Mahoney, a meteorologist and expert in forecasting systems 

needed to protect life and property, testified at a committee hearing, 

“Spectrum Needs for Observations in Earth and Space Sciences.” His 

remarks came as meteorologists and other atmospheric scientists have 
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raised increasing concerns that transmissions of 5G networks will 

interfere with satellite observations, significantly degrading 

weather forecasts, impairing our ability to advance our knowledge of 

the Earth system and prepare for climate change.“At a time of 

increasing weather hazard vulnerability, it is imperative that 

critical Earth observations be protected from interference,” Mahoney 

said in his prepared remarks. “The impact of lost Earth observing 

data could be catastrophic for the nation.”Weather satellites 

measure and transmit water vapor data, a central ingredient for 

accurate forecasts, at a frequency of 23.8 GHz. The data will be 

vulnerable to interference if wireless companies begin using the 24 

GHz band and other nearby frequencies for 5G technology, as 

anticipated by the Federal Communications Commission and the 

international agency that regulates global telecommunications.
 

来源：NCAR
 

发布时间：2021-07-20 00:00:00
 

数据类型：资讯
 

https://news.ucar.edu/132801/5g-wireless-networks-threaten-

weather-forecasts-ncar-expert-tells-congress
 

本监测周期内，文献信息共更新 46 条：
 

Better representation of dust can improve climate models with too 

weak an African monsoon
 

摘要：The amount of short wave radiation absorbed by dust has 

remaineduncertain. We have developed a more accurate representation 

of dustabsorption that is based on the observed dust mineralogical 

composition andaccounts for very large particles. We analyze the 

results from twofully coupled climate simulations of 100?years in 

terms of their simulatedprecipitation patterns against observations. 

A striking benefit of the newdust optical and physical properties is 

that tropical precipitation over the Sahel, tropical North Atlantic 

and West Indian Ocean are significantlyimproved compared to 

observations, without degrading precipitationselsewhere. This 

alleviates a common persistent bias in Earth system modelsthat 

exhibit a summer African monsoon that does not reach far enough 

north.We show that the improvements documented here for the IPSL-CM61 
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climate model result from both a thermodynamical and dynamical 

response to dustabsorption, which is unrelated to natural variability. 

Aerosol absorptioninduces more water vapor advection from the ocean 

to the Sahel region,thereby providing an added supply of moisture 

available for precipitation.This work, thus, provides a path towards 

improving precipitation patterns in these regions by accounting for 

both physical and optical properties of the aerosol more 

realistically.
 

来源：ACP
 

发布时间：2021-07-30 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/21/11423/2021/
 

Examining the Role of Cloud Radiative Interactions in Tropical 

Cyclone Development using Satellite Measurements and WRF Simulations
 

摘 要 ： This study examines the role of cloud-radiative 

interactions in the development of tropical cyclones using satellite 

measurements and model simulations. Previous modeling studies have 

found that the enhanced cloud radiative heating from longwave 

radiation in the convective region plays a key role in promoting the 

development of tropical convective systems. Here, we use satellite 

measurements and Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) 

simulations to further investigate how critical cloud radiative 

interactions are to the development of tropical cyclones. Clouds and 

the Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES) measurements show that 

intensifying tropical cyclones have greater radiative heating from 

clouds within the TC area than weakening ones. Based on this result, 

idealized WRF simulations are performed to examine the importance of 

the enhanced radiative heating to TC intensification. Sensitivity 

experiments demonstrate that removing cloud-radiative interactions 

often inhibits tropical cyclogenesis, suggesting that cloud-radiative 

interactions play a critical role.
 

来源：JGR期刊
 

发布时间：2021-07-30 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021GL0
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93259
 

A permafrost implementation in the simple carbon–climate model 

Hector v.2.3pf
 

摘 要 ： Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 Geosci. 

Model Dev., 14, 47514767, 2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-4751-

2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This work is distributed under the Creative 

Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Geosci. Model Dev., 14, 47514767, 

2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-4751-2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This 

work is distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 

License. Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Model description paper 30 Jul 2021 

Model description paper | 30 Jul 2021
 

来源：GMD
 

发布时间：2021-07-30 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://gmd.copernicus.org/articles/14/4751/2021/
 

Examining sub-daily tornado warning performance and associated 

environmental characteristics
 

摘 要 ： Increasing tornado warning skill in terms of the 

probability of detection and false alarm ratio remains an important 

operational goal. Although many studies have examined tornado warning 

performance in a broad sense, less focus has been placed on warning 

performance within sub-daily convective events. In this study, we use 

the NWS tornado verification database to examine tornado warning 

performance by order-of-tornado within each convective day. We 

combine this database with tornado reports to relate warning 

performance to environmental characteristics. On convective days with 

multiple tornadoes, the first tornado is warned significantly less 

often than the middle and last tornadoes. More favorable kinematic 

environmental characteristics, like increasing 0–1-km shear and 

storm-relative helicity, are associated with better warning 

performance related to the first tornado of the convective day. 

Thermodynamic and composite parameters are less correlated to warning 

performance. During tornadic events, over half of false alarms occur 
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after the last tornado of the day decays, and false alarms are twice 

as likely to be issued during this time than before the first tornado 

forms. These results indicate that forecasters may be better “primed” 

(or more prepared) to issue warnings on middle and last tornadoes of 

the day, and must overcome a higher threshold to warn on the first 

tornado of the day. To overcome this challenge, using kinematic 

environmental characteristics and intermediate products on the watch-

to-warning scale may help.
 

来源：AMS期刊
 

发布时间：2021-07-29 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://journals.ametsoc.org/view/journals/wefo/aop/WAF-D-21-

0097.1/WAF-D-21-0097.1.xml
 

Investigating axisymmetric and asymmetric signals of secondary 

eyewall formation using observations-based modeling of the tropical 

cyclone boundary layer
 

摘要：This study examines axisymmetric and asymmetric aspects of 

secondary eyewall formation (SEF) in tropical cyclones (TCs) by 

applying a nonlinear boundary layer model to tangential wind 

composites of observed TCs with and without SEF. SEF storms were 

further analyzed at times prior to and after SEF, as defined by the 

emergence of a secondary maximum in axisymmetric tangential wind. The 

model is used to investigate the steady-state boundary layer response 

to the free-tropospheric pressure forcing derived from observed 

tangential wind fields. The axisymmetric response to the Post-SEF 

wind field displayed a secondary updraft maximum associated with a 

mature secondary eyewall; the model correctly produced no secondary 

updraft for non-SEF storms. The Pre-SEF response also exhibited a 

secondary updraft associated with an incipient secondary eyewall 

largely due to the broadened outer tangential wind field that 

commonly precedes SEF events. The asymmetric wind fields and model 

response were analyzed relative to the 850-200 hPa environmental wind 

shear vector. In Pre-SEF storms, the tangential wind field displayed 

a broadened tangential wind structure in the downshear quadrants. The 

boundary layer response shows a downwind shift towards the left-of-
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shear quadrants, exhibiting the clearest secondary maxima in updrafts, 

tangential wind, and radial inflow. This left-of-shear response was 

the leading contributor to the secondary eyewall signals in the Pre-

SEF axisymmetric response. Sensitivity analyses confirmed the 

robustness of these asymmetric signals. These findings suggest that 

enhanced tangential wind and boundary layer updrafts in the left-of-

shear sectors may be early indicators and critical features of SEF in 

sheared TCs.
 

来源：JGR期刊
 

发布时间：2021-07-26 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2020JD0

34027
 

东北地区大豆冷害指标构建及变化特征
 

摘要：冷害是东北地区大豆减产的主要原因之一，冷害指标是冷害监测预

警的重要依据。以东北地区大豆为研究对象，基于 1971—2020 年气象站点逐日

平均气温数据、1992—2020 年农业气象站大豆发育期数据和历史灾情数据，以

热量指数为冷害指标，构建大豆灾害样本序列，利用 Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

（K-S）分布拟合检验获得冷害指标的概率分布，通过 t 分布区间估计方法确定

指标等级阈值，并进行验证。在此基础上，讨论冷害时空变化特征。结果表明：

冷害等级与冷害指标完全匹配率达 84.4%，该指标等级阈值可以较好反映东北

地区大豆冷害发生情况；在相同冷害等级下，大豆三真叶-开花-结荚阶段冷害

等级阈值较高，播种-出苗-三真叶阶段相对较低；20 世纪 70 年代的冷害频次

最高，1993 年前后发生突变，之后呈下降趋势；黑龙江省最北部及吉林省东南

部为冷害高发地区，以此为中心冷害频次向四周递减；随年代际变化，冷害频

次高值区逐渐缩小，低值区逐渐北伸扩大。关键词:东北地区;大豆;冷害指标;

热量指数 ;变化特征 Abstract:Chilling damage is the major cause of 

soybean yield reduction in Northeast China. Chilling damage indicator 

is an important basis for the monitoring and early warning. Taking 

soybean in Northeast China as the research object, based on daily 

average temperature data of 98 meteorological stations from 1971 to 

2020, the soybean growth period data and historical disaster data of 

42 agro-meteorological stations from 1992 to 2020, using heat index 

as the indicator, the disaster sample sequences of soybean under 5 

growth stages and 3 chilling damage levels are constructed by 
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disaster data. Probability distribution fitting and Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test methods are used to obtain the probability distribution 

of chilling damage indicator, and then the t-distribution interval 

estimation method is used to determine the damage level threshold, 

and finally the indicator is verified. In addition, the temporal and 

spatial characteristics of chilling disaster are studied by applying 

trend analysis, Mann-Kendallt test method and other methods. The 

results show that the perfect match rate of disaster level and 

chilling damage indicator is 84.4%. Therefore, this level threshold 

of the indicator can well reflect the occurrence of soybean chilling 

damage in Northeast China. Under the same chilling damage level, the 

threshold value of chilling damage level in the three-leaf-flowering-

podding stage is higher, and that in the sowing-emergence-three-leaf 

stage is relatively lower. Soybean has higher heat demand in the 

middle and late stage of growth and development, and lower heat 

demand in the early stage of growth and development. The frequency of 

chilling damage is the highest in the 1970s, and the mutation 

occurred around 1993 and then showed a downward trend until 2004. The 

spatial distribution of chilling injury frequency in each development 

stage shows the same change characteristics, and the highest value 

area is the widest in podding-mature stage. The areas with high 

incidence of cold damage is the Greater Khingan Range in the 

northernmost of Heilongjiang Province and the Changbai Mountain in 

the southeast of Jilin Province. And the frequency of chilling damage 

shows a decreasing trend around this center. With the inter-decadal 

change, the high-value area gradually shrinks and the low-value area 

gradually expands northward.Key words:Northeast 

China;soybean;chilling damage indicator;heat index;evolution 

characteristics
 

来源：应用气象学报
 

发布时间：2021-07-26 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

http://qikan.camscma.cn/cn/article/doi/10.11898/1001-

7313.20210410
 

青枣气候品质等级评价模型构建及应用
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摘要：基于 2015—2016 年福建、广东青枣主产区田间试验的 62 个鲜果样

本主要品质要素，采用相关分析、加权指数求和法，结合文献查阅、专家调研

以及常规农业气象条件定量化等级评价标准，筛选影响青枣品质的关键气候因

子，构建青枣气候品质等级评价模型，并利用 2014—2019 年青枣产区 36 个独

立样本进行验证，分析福建主产区青枣气候品质时空分布规律。结果表明：影

响青枣品质的 3 个关键气候因子分别为采收前 90 d 平均气温、采收前 30 d 气

温日较差和采收前 30 d 日照时数，模型准确率达 86.1%，青枣气候品质等级评

价模型可客观反映气候条件对青枣品质影响。由模型分析可知：福建青枣气候

品质前中期采摘的果实优于后期，通过青枣产期调节可提升全产期优质青枣比

例；基于模型绘制的福建青枣主要采摘期气候品质空间分布图显示福建青枣产

区南部优于中北部，增加南部种植面积、减少北部种植面积的布局调整有利于

提升全区域优质青枣比例。关键词:青枣;气候品质;评价;加权指数求和法;品质

区划 Abstract:In order to adapt and fully utilize climate resources, 

improve the quality of Indian jujube, and increase the income and 

economic benefits of fruit farmers, 62 samples of fresh fruit weight, 

soluble sugar, soluble solids, vitamin C, hardness and other main 

quality factors are obtained from the field experiments in main 

production areas of Indian jujube in Fujian and Guangdong from 2015 

to 2016. Combining literature review, expert investigation and 

quantitative grade evaluation standard of conventional 

agrometeorological conditions, the key climatic factors affecting the 

quality of Indian jujube are selected, and the grade evaluation model 

of climatic quality of Indian jujube is established. The temporal and 

spatial distribution of climate quality of Indian jujube in Fujian is 

analyzed based on 36 independent samples of main quality and 

meteorological data in major Indian jujube producing areas of Fujian 

and Guangdong, Guangxi from 2014 to 2019. The results show that three 

key climatic factors affecting the quality of Indian jujube are the 

90-day average temperature 90 days before harvest, daily temperature 

range and sunshine hours 30 days before harvest. The accuracy of this 

evaluation model is 86.3%. The evaluation model can objectively 

reflect the influence of climate conditions on the quality of Indian 

jujube. Based on the model analysis, the results show that the 

climate quality of Indian jujube in Fujian picked in the early and 

middle stages is better than those picked in the later stages, and 
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the proportion of high-quality jujube in the whole production period 

can be improved by adjusting the production period. Based on the 

spatial distribution map of climate quality of Indian jujube in the 

main picking period obtained from Fujian by the model, the climate 

quality of Indian jujube in southern region is better than that in 

central and northern regions. Therefore, the proportion of high-

quality Indian jujube in the whole region can be improved by 

increasing the planting area in the south and reducing the planting 

area in the north. The results have been applied in the evaluation of 

climate quality grade of Indian jujube in Fujian for three years.Key 

words:Indian jujube;climatic quality;evaluation;weighted index sum 

method;quality division
 

来源：应用气象学报
 

发布时间：2021-07-26 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

http://qikan.camscma.cn/cn/article/doi/10.11898/1001-

7313.20210406
 

Impact of High Temporal Resolution FY-4A Geostationary 

Interferometric Infrared Sounder (GIIRS) Radiance Measurements on 

Typhoon Forecasts: Maria (2018) Case With GRAPES Global 4D-Var 

Assimilation System
 

摘要：Targeted observations for Typhoon Maria (2018) using the 

Geostationary Interferometric Infrared Sounder (GIIRS) at a temporal 

resolution of 15min provide unprecedented information for impact 

studies of high-temporal-resolution from geostationary hyperspectral 

IR sounders. This study investigates the impacts of different 

temporal resolutions for GIIRS assimilation on Maria analyses and 

forecasts. Results reveal that assimilating higher resolution data 

captures more detailed temporal and spatial structures and stronger 

warm anomalies. Additionally, the track forecast for Maria from 

assimilating higher temporal resolution GIIRS radiances is better 

than those from assimilating radiances with lower temporal resolution, 

and both are better than the control experiment. The accuracy of the 

different temporal resolutions GIIRS experiments (from 3h to 15min) 

is improved (from 18% to 43%), and the intensity forecast errors are 
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also reduced (from 12% to 18%). Meanwhile, high-temporal GIIRS 

assimilation also improves the coastal precipitation forecasts during 

typhoon landfall.
 

来源：JGR期刊
 

发布时间：2021-07-26 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021GL0

93672
 

Roles of interdecadal variability of the western North Pacific 

monsoon trough in shifting tropical cyclone formation
 

摘要：Consistent with the northward migration of the annual mean 

latitude of tropical cyclone (TC) lifetime maximum intensity (LMI), 

the basin-wide mean location of TC formation shifted northward in the 

western North Pacific (WNP) basin over the past four decades. Whether 

such a shift was related to the anthropogenic influence is important 

to understanding the response of TC activity to climate change. 

Instead of detecting the effects of individual environmental factors 

on this shift, here we focus on the interdecadal variability of the 

monsoon trough (MT), within which most TCs in the WNP basin occur, 

and its roles in the shift of the basin-wide mean location of TC 

formation using 60-year reanalysis data. Interdecadal variations of 

the MT exhibit two main modes: one associated with the Pacific 

decadal oscillation (PDO) and the other associated with the 

interdecadal Pacific oscillation (IPO). In addition, the north–south 

shift of the mean latitude of TC formation is accompanied by east–

west extension of the tropical upper tropospheric trough (TUTT) and 

the tropical eastern Pacific cold tongue indicated by the east–west 

contrast of sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies. The poleward 

shift of the mean TC formation latitude is closely associated with 

the IPO mode of the MT. The westward retreat of the northwest-to-

southeast-oriented MT and the accompanied westward extension of the 

TUTT reduced TC formation in the eastern part of the WNP basin when 

the cold tongue shifted westward. It is indicated that the observed 

poleward shift of TC formation was mainly attributed to natural 

variability in recent decades.
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来源：Springer
 

发布时间：2021-07-24 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00382-021-05891-w
 

Striving for Improvement: The Perceived Value of Improving Hurricane 

Forecast Accuracy
 

摘要：Hurricanes are the costliest type of natural disaster in 

the United States. Every year, these natural phenomena destroy 

billions of dollars in physical capital, displace thousands, and 

greatly disrupt local economies. While this damage will never be 

eliminated, the number of fatalities and the cost of preparing and 

evacuating can be reduced through improved forecasts. This paper 

seeks to establish the public’s willingness to pay for further 

improvement of hurricane forecasts by integrating atmospheric 

modeling and a double-bounded dichotomous choice method in a large-

scale contingent valuation experiment. Using an interactive survey, 

we focus on areas affected by hurricanes in 2018 to elicit residents’ 

willingness to pay for improvements along storm track, wind speed, 

and precipitation forecasts. Our results indicate improvements in 

wind speed forecast are valued the most, followed by storm track and 

precipitation, and that maintaining the current annual rate of error 

reduction for another decade is worth between $90.25 and $121.86 per 

person in vulnerable areas. Our study focuses on areas recently hit 

by hurricanes in the United States, but the implications of our 

results can be extended to areas vulnerable to tropical cyclones 

globally. In a world where the intensity of hurricanes is expected to 

increase and research funds are limited, these results can inform 

relevant agencies regarding the effectiveness of different private 

and public adaptive actions, as well as the value of publicly funded 

hurricane research programs.
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Simulating the climatic effects of irrigation over China by using 

the WRF-Noah model system with mosaic approach
 

摘要：Investigation on the climatic effects of irrigation is of 

great significance to fully understand the impact of water management 

on the Earth’s environment and hydrological cycle. To 

comprehensively explore the effects of irrigation across different 

climatic regions over China, we propose a novel combined irrigation 

scheme (including dynamic and fixed irrigation schemes) into the WRF-

Noah-mosaic model. Two experiments (with and without irrigation) are 

designed to simulate the impacts of irrigation over China on regional 

climate. As irrigation increases the latent heat flux but decreases 

the sensible heat flux and surface temperature, and the magnitudes of 

corresponding change are highly dependent on the irrigation amounts 

and irrigation fraction, the evaporative cooling effects 

significantly reduce the warm bias over extensive irrigation area 

during crop growing seasons. Meanwhile, irrigation increases soil 

moisture during both irrigated and non-irrigated seasons. Compared 

with the dynamic irrigation scheme, the fixed irrigation scheme 

results in relatively higher subsurface runoffs due to the continuous 

infiltration. In addition, the irrigation-induced changes on 

precipitation during spring (March-May) are weaker than that during 

summer (June-August). The opposed effects of irrigation cooling and 

wetting on generating convective precipitation, and the irrigation-

induced changes in large-scale circulation jointly give rise to the 

heterogeneous changes of precipitation. Besides, the subgrid-scale 

irrigation scheme can capture the climatic effects of irrigation in 

some grids where the dominant land use types are not cropland, 

indicating that in mesoscale simulation, climate model coupled with 

subgrid-scale irrigation scheme may improve climate variables trends 

attribution studies.
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Assessment of the Canary current upwelling system in a regionally 

coupled climate model
 

摘要：The Canary current upwelling is one of the major eastern 

boundary coastal upwelling systems in the world, bearing a high 

productive ecosystem and commercially important fisheries. The Canary 

current upwelling system (CCUS) has a large latitudinal extension, 

usually divided into upwelling zones with different characteristics. 

Eddies, filaments and other mesoscale processes are known to have an 

impact in the upwelling productivity, thus for a proper 

representation of the CCUS and high horizontal resolution are 

required. Here we assess the CCUS present climate in the atmosphere–

ocean regionally coupled model. The regional coupled model presents a 

global oceanic component with increased horizontal resolution along 

the northwestern African coast, and its performance over the CCUS is 

assessed against relevant reanalysis data sets and compared with an 

ensemble of global climate models (GCMs) and an ensemble of 

atmosphere-only regional climate models (RCMs) in order to assess the 

role of the horizontal resolution. The coupled system reproduces the 

larger scale pattern of the CCUS and its latitudinal and seasonal 

variability over the coastal band, improving the GCMs outputs. 

Moreover, it shows a performance comparable to the ensemble of RCMs 

in representing the coastal wind stress and near-surface air 

temperature fields, showing the impact of the higher resolution and 

coupling for CCUS climate modelling. The model is able of properly 

reproducing mesoscale structures, being able to simulate the 

upwelling filaments events off Cape Ghir, which are not well 

represented in most of GCMs. Our results stress the ability of the 

regionally coupled model to reproduce the larger scale as well as 

mesoscale processes over the CCUS, opening the possibility to 

evaluate the climate change signal there with increased confidence.
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Cold Season Performance of the NU-WRF Regional Climate Model in the 

Great Lakes Region
 

摘 要 ： As Earth’s largest collection of fresh water, the 

Laurentian Great Lakes have enormous ecological and socio-economic 

value. Their basin has become a regional hotspot of climatic and 

limnological change, potentially threatening its vital natural 

resources. Consequentially, there is a need to assess the current 

state of climate models regarding their performance across the Great 

Lakes region and develop the next generation of high-resolution 

regional climate models to address complex limnological processes and 

lake-atmosphere interactions. In response to this need, the current 

paper focuses on the generation and analysis of a 20-member ensemble 

of 3-km National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)-Unified 

Weather Research and Forecasting (NU-WRF) simulations for the 2014-

2015 cold season. The study aims to identify the model’s strengths 

and weaknesses; optimal configuration for the region; and the impacts 

of different physics parameterizations, coupling to a 1D lake model, 

time-variant lake-surface temperatures, and spectral nudging. Several 

key biases are identified in the cold-season simulations for the 

Great Lakes region, including an atmospheric cold bias that is 

amplified by coupling to a 1D lake model but diminished by applying 

the Community Atmosphere Model radiation scheme and Morrison 

microphysics scheme; an excess precipitation bias; anomalously early 

initiation of fall lake turnover and subsequent cold lake bias; 

excessive and overly persistent lake ice cover; and insufficient 

evaporation over Lakes Superior and Huron. The research team is 

currently addressing these key limitations by coupling NU-WRF to a 3D 

lake model in support of the next generation of regional climate 

models for the critical Great Lakes Basin.
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National Weather Service Data Needs for Short-Term Forecasts and the 

Role of Unmanned Aircraft in Filling the Gap: Results from a 

Nationwide Survey
 

摘要：CapsuleThrough a national survey, National Weather Service 

forecasters reveal critical data gaps that impede short-term 

forecasting and offer considerations for how UAS might fill these 

gaps.
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Diverse responses of global-mean surface temperature to external 

forcings and internal climate variability in observations and CMIP6 

models
 

摘 要 ： We investigate the impacts of external forcings and 

internal climate variability (ICV) on global-mean surface air 

temperature (GMST) variations (1850–2014) in observation and an 

ensemble of 6th Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) 

historical simulations. Using multiple regression models, we estimate 

that 83% of the observed GMST variance is explained by global-scale 

anthropogenic forcing. Most CMIP6 models underestimate this 

anthropogenic contribution (median explained variance is 67%), but 

compare better with observation when the North Atlantic regional 

contribution is included in the anthropogenic forcing (median 77%). 

The ICV contributions to the GMST variance are ～8% for observation 

and ～7% for the models (median). The models' GMST responses to the 

external forcings and ICV vary widely, with the two responses being 

oppositely related (r=-0.89). The North Atlantic drives the free GMST 

variability in observations, whereas the Pacific drives this in most 

CMIP6 models due to stronger than observed simulated GMST-Pacific ICV 

relationships.
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The Influence of Weather Watch Type on the Quality of Tornado 

Warnings and its Implications for Future Forecasting Systems
 

摘要：While many studies have looked at the quality of forecast 

products, few have attempted to understand the relationship between 

them. We begin to consider whether or not such an influence exists by 

analyzing storm-based tornado warning product metrics with respect to 

whether they occurred within a severe weather watch and, if so, what 

type of watch they occurred within.The probability of detection, 

false alarm ratio, and lead time all show a general improvement with 

increasing watch severity. In fact, the probability of detection 

increased more as a function of watch-type severity than the change 

in probability of detection during the time period of analysis. False 

alarm ratio decreased as watch type increased in severity, but with a 

much smaller magnitude than the difference in probability of 

detection. Lead time also improved with an increase in watch-type 

severity. Warnings outside of any watch had a mean lead time of 5.5 

minutes, while those inside of a particularly dangerous situation 

tornado watch had a mean lead time of 15.1 minutes. These results 

indicate that the existence and type of severe weather watch may have 

an influence on the quality of tornado warnings. However, it is 

impossible to separate the influence of weather watches from possible 

differences in warning strategy or differences in environmental 

characteristics that make it more or less challenging to warn for 

tornadoes. Future studies should attempt to disentangle these 

numerous influences to assess how much influence intermediate 

products have on downstream products.
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Forecasting excessive rainfall with random forests and a 

deterministic convection-allowing model
 

摘要： Approximately seven years of daily initializations from 

the convection-allowing National Severe Storms Laboratory Weather 

Research and Forecasting model are used as inputs to train random 

forest (RF) machine learning models to probabilistically predict 

instances of excessive rainfall. Unlike other hazards, excessive 

rainfall does not have an accepted definition, so multiple 

definitions of excessive rainfall and flash flooding – including 

flash flood reports and 24-hr average recurrence intervals (ARIs) – 

are used to explore RF configuration forecast sensitivities. RF 

forecasts are analogous to operational Weather Prediction Center (WPC) 

day-1 Excessive Rainfall Outlooks (EROs) and their resolution, 

reliability, and skill are strongly influenced by rainfall 

definitions and how inputs are assembled for training. Models trained 

with 1-y ARI exceedances defined by the Stage-IV (ST4) precipitation 

analysis perform poorly in the northern Great Plains and southwest 

U.S., in part due to a high bias in the number of training events in 

these regions. Increasing the ARI threshold to 2 years or removing 

ST4 data from training, optimizing forecast skill geographically, and 

spatially averaging meteorological inputs for training generally 

results in improved CONUS-wide RF forecast skill. Both EROs and RF 

forecasts have seasonal skill – poor forecasts in the late fall and 

winter and skillful forecasts in the summer and early fall. However, 

the EROs are consistently and significantly better than their RF 

counterparts, regardless of RF configuration, particularly in the 

summer months. The results suggest careful consideration should be 

made when developing ML-based probabilistic precipitation forecasts 

with convection-allowing model inputs, and further development is 

necessary to consider these forecast products for operational 

implementation.
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Intraseasonal variation of rainfall characteristics and latent 

heating profiles during southwest and northeast monsoon seasons over 

the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal
 

摘要：Recent studies emphasize the significance of precipitation 

characteristics at intraseasonal time scales for better predicting 

the monsoonal rainfall. In this connection, to understand the 

differences in characteristics of the vertical structure of 

precipitation during wet and dry spells over the Arabian Sea (AS) and 

Bay of Bengal (BOB) from the southwest monsoon (SWM) to northeast 

monsoon (NEM) using 16 years of tropical rainfall measuring mission 

(TRMM) version#7 datasets. On average, the wet and dry spells 

durations are more during NEM (?5 days) than SWM (4 days) over BOB, 

while the durations are identical (5 days) in all spells over AS. 

Irrespective of the season, shallow systems' occurrence and rain 

fraction are more in dry spells than the respective wet spells over 

AS and BOB. During the dry spells of BOB, both rain fraction and 

occurrence of stratiform and convective rain decreases while shallow 

rain increases from SWM to NEM. The increase in shallow systems 

occurrence results bimodal distribution (3 and 5.5 km) in storm 

height and reflectivity distributions. During wet spells, for 

different rain types, the occurrence and rain fraction changes are 

minimal in both seasons and seas. The prevalence of deeper systems 

than shallow systems is due to changes in atmospheric background 

conditions from dry to wet spells. The latent heating distributions 

are broader during SWM than NEM in both spells of two seas. The 

observed bimodal distribution of latent heating profiles in the dry 

spells during SWM and NEM over AS, and only during NEM over BOB 

results from a higher occurrence of shallow rain in these spells.
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Sensitivity of snowfall forecast over North China to ice crystal 

deposition/sublimation parameterizations in the WSM6 cloud 

microphysics scheme
 

摘 要 ： Ice-phase cloud microphysical processes are very 

complicated and there are still many uncertainties in current 

microphysics parameterization schemes. In this study, two alternative 

ice crystal deposition/sublimation (ICDS) parameterizations, 

following the Harrington et al. (1995) and Koenig (1972) methods, 

were implemented into the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) Single-

Moment 6-class Microphysics (WSM6) scheme in the GRAPES (the 

Global/Regional Assimilation and Prediction System) regional 

operational model to investigate their impacts on the overestimation 

of snowfall over North China. The results show that the snowfall 

amount and cloud particle composition are very sensitive to the ICDS 

parameterization. Sensitivity tests with WSM6 using the Harrington 

and Koenig ICDSs, referred to as WSM6_H and WSM6_K, respectively, 

notably reduced the overestimation of snowfall amount and simulated 

more realistic supercooled cloud water content compared with ERA5 

reanalysis data. The vertical distributions, intensities, and 

duration of radar echoes simulated by WSM6_H are the most consistent 

with the millimeter wavelength cloud radar observations. There is a 

competition for water vapor in WSM6 due to the sequential order in 

which processes are updated. This tends to weaken the depositions of 

snow and graupel and the condensation of cloud water when the 

deposition of ice crystal is too strong in cold region. In both 

WSM6_H and WSM6_K, the deposition processes of ice crystals are 

reduced and the other microphysical transformation processes become 

more active compared to WSM6. Overall, the WSM6_H configuration 

improves the forecast performance as evaluated by Taylor diagram for 

eight snowfall days over North China. The ICDS parameterizations must 

therefore be handled carefully due to their large uncertainties in 

the development of the cloud microphysics schemes. This article is 

protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Tropical cyclone life cycle in a three-dimensional numerical 

simulation
 

摘要： An idealized, three-dimensional, numerical simulation of 

tropical cyclone evolution in a quiescent environment on an $f$-plane 

is used to explore aspects of the cyclone's life cycle in the context 

of the rotating-convection paradigm. In the 20-day simulation, the 

vortex undergoes a life cycle including a gestation period 

culminating in genesis, a rapid intensification phase, a mature phase, 

a transient decay and re-intensification phase, a second mature phase 

and a rapid decay phase. During much of the life cycle, the flow 

evolution is highly asymmetric, although important aspects of it can 

be understood within an azimuthally-averaged framework, central to 

which are a boundary-layer control mechanism and a new ventilation 

diagnostic. The boundary-layer control mechanism provides an 

explanation for the gradual expansion of the inner-core of the vortex. 

The ventilation diagnostic characterizes the ability of deep 

convection within a given radius to evacuate the mass of air 

ascending out of the boundary layer within that radius. The transient 

decay and re-intensification phase is not associated with an eyewall 

replacement cycle, but rather with an hitherto undescribed process in 

which the eyewall becomes fragmented as a rain band complex forms 

beyond it. This process is interpreted as an interplay between the 

boundary layer and ventilation. The final rapid decay of the vortex 

results from the ever increasing difficulty of deep convection to 

ventilate the air exiting the boundary layer. Any un-ventilated air 

flows radially outwards in the lower troposphere and leads to spin 

down because of the approximate conservation of mean absolute angular 

momentum. If found in real cyclones, such transience or final decay 

might be erroneously attributed to ambient vertical wind shear. The 

results support the idea that, even in a quiescent environment, 

isolated tropical cyclone vortices are intrinsically transient and 

never reach a globally steady state.
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Refinement of CrIS Channel Selection for Global Data Assimilation 

and Its Impact on the Global Weather Forecast
 

摘要：To maximize the contribution of the Cross-track Infrared 

Sounder (CrIS) measurements to the global weather forecasting, we 

attempt to choose the CrIS channels to be assimilated in the National 

Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System 

(GFS). From preselected 431 CrIS channels, 207 channels are newly 

selected using a one-dimensional variational (1D-Var) approach where 

the channel score index (CSI) is used as a figure of merit. Newly 

selected 207 channels comprise 85 temperature, 49 water vapor, and 73 

surface channels, respectively. In addition, to examine how the 

channels are selected if the forecast error covariance is differently 

defined depending on the latitudinal regions (i.e., Northern and 

Southern Hemispheres, and tropics), the same selection process is 

carried out repeatedly using three regional forecast error 

covariances. From three regional channel sets, two-channel sets are 

made for the global data assimilation. One channel set is made with 

134 channels overlapped between three regional channel sets. Another 

channel set consists of 277 channels that is the sum of 3 regional 

channel sets. In the global trial experiments, the global CrIS 207 

channels have a significant positive forecast impact in terms of the 

improvement of GFS global forecasting, as compared with the forecasts 

with the operational 100 channels as well as the overlapped 134 and 

the union 277 channel sets. The improved forecast is mainly due to 

the additional temperature/water vapor channels of the global CrIS 

207 channels that are selected optimally based on the global forecast 

error of operational GFS.
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We Got in the Pilot Program to Learn from It: Features of Social 

Learning in Drought Contexts along the Arkansas River in Colorado
 

摘要：Unintended consequences from decisions made in one part of 

a social–ecological system in response to climate hazards can 

magnify vulnerabilities for others in the same system. Yet 

anticipating or identifying these cascades and spillovers in real 

time is difficult. Social learning is an important component of 

adaptation that has the ability to facilitate adaptive capacity by 

mobilizing multiple actors around a common resource to manage 

collectively in ways that build local knowledge, reflective practices, 

and a broader understanding of contexts for decisions. While the 

foundations of social learning in resource management have been 

theorized in the literature, empirical examples of unintended 

consequences that trigger social learning are few. This article 

analyzes two cases of drought decisions made along the Arkansas River 

basin in Colorado; in each, social learning occurred after actors 

experienced unanticipated impacts from others’ decisions. Methods 

include interviews with actors, both individual and institutional 

representatives of different sectors (recreation, agriculture, etc.), 

and a review of relevant historical and policy documents. The study 

identifies four features of social learning that aided actors’ 

responses to unanticipated consequences: governance structures that 

facilitated more holistic river management; relationship boundaries 

that expanded beyond small-scale decisions to capture interactions 

and emergent problems; knowledge of others’ previous experience, 

whether direct or indirect; and creation of spaces for safer 

experimentation with adaptation changes. Results identify empirical 

examples of actors who successfully learned to adapt together to 

unexpected consequences and thus may provide insight for others 

collectively managing drought extremes.
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Climate-model-informed deep learning of global soil moisture 

distribution
 

摘 要 ： Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 ArticlePeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 Geosci. 

Model Dev., 14, 44294441, 2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-4429-

2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This work is distributed under the Creative 

Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Geosci. Model Dev., 14, 44294441, 

2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-4429-2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This 

work is distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 

License. Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 ArticlePeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Development and technical paper 19 Jul 

2021 Development and technical paper | 19 Jul 2021
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Dynamics of forecast error growth along cut-off Sanchez and its 

consequence for the prediction of a high-impact weather event over 

southern France
 

摘要： The representation of a high-impact weather (HIW) event 

over southern France is evaluated in Météo-France forecasts, and the 

sensitivity of the HIW forecast to the upstream upper-level flow and 

the Mediterranean and North Atlantic humidity structure prior to the 

event is quantified. The event occurred in October 2016 during the 

international field experiment NAWDEX. The approach of an upper-level 

potential vorticity (PV) cut-off, referred to as cut-off Sanchez, 

triggered extreme precipitation over southern France. Many 2-7 day 

ensemble forecasts predicted the maximum of the extreme precipitation 

and the location of the upper-level PV cut-off too far to the east. 

This eastward shift primarily resulted from an underestimation of the 

cut-off intensity two days before the HIW and the subsequent 

downstream propagation and amplification of these errors in the 

vicinity of Sanchez. Improving the representation of the cut-off two 

days before the event significantly improved the forecast quality. 
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Another error source were inaccuracies in the moisture structure in 

the eastern North Atlantic. Specifically, an underestimation of the 

moisture in the warm conveyor belt inflow led to errors in the low- 

and upper-level circulation that eventually contributed to the 

eastward shift of the HIW two days later. Corrections in the eastern 

North Atlantic humidity structure further improved the forecast 

quality. Corrections in the Mediterranean humidity structure, on the 

other hand, only had a small impact on the accuracy of the forecast. 

The findings illustrate the importance of downstream error 

propagation and moist diabatic processes for the prediction of 

extreme weather over Europe, and demonstrate how targeted changes in 

the PV and humidity field a few days in advance can improve the 

quality of the forecasts.
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An Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer – New Generation 

(IASI-NG) channel selection for Numerical Weather Prediction
 

摘 要 ： In the framework of the EUMETSAT Polar System-Second 

Generation (EPS-SG) preparation, a new generation of the Infrared 

Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) instrument has been 

designed. The IASI-New Generation (IASI-NG) will measure radiances at 

a doubled spectral resolution compared to its predecessor and with a 

signal-to-noise ratio improved by a factor of 2. The high amount of 

data arising from IASI-NG will present many challenges for data 

transmission, storage and assimilation. Moreover, the full set of 

measured radiances will not be exploitable in an operational 

NumericalWeather Prediction (NWP) context. For these reasons, an 

appropriate IASI-NG channel selection is needed, aiming to select the 

most informative channels for NWP models. For such a purpose, the 

standard iterative channel selection methodology, based on the 

optimal linear estimation theory and assuming spectrally correlated 

errors, has been applied to a set of simulated data of the IASI-NG 

spectrum. The entire simulated IASING spectrum has been first 
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investigated, while finally focusing the channel selection procedure 

on the most interesting wavelength ranges for the assimilation. 

Through this process, a total of 500 channels have been chosen to 

serve as a basis for the future channel selections to be provided to 

the NWP centres. It consists of 277 temperature, 23 surface-sensitive 

and 200 water vapour channels. One-dimensional variational (1D-Var) 

assimilation experiments show that using this selected set of 

channels leads to a reduction of the standard deviation of the error 

in temperature (up to 30%) and water vapour (up to 50%) profiles with 

respect to the a priori information.
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Cloud-dependent piecewise assimilation based on a hydrometeor-

included background error covariance and its impact on regional 

Numerical Weather Prediction
 

摘要： The background error covariance (B) behaves differently 

and needs to be carefully defined in cloudy areas due to larger 

uncertainties caused by models’ inability to correctly represent 

complex physical processes. This study proposes a new cloud-dependent 

B strategy by adaptively adjusting the hydrometeor-included B in the 

cloudy areas according to the cloud index (CI) derived from the 

satellite-based cloud products. The adjustment coefficient is 

determined by comparing the error statistics of B for the clear and 

cloudy areas based on the two-dimensional geographical masks. The 

comparison highlights the larger forecast errors and manifests the 

necessity of using appropriate B in cloudy areas. The cloud-dependent 

B is then evaluated by a series of single observation tests and 

three-week cycling assimilation and forecasting experiments. The 

single observation experiments confirm that the cloud-dependent B 

allows cloud dependency for the multivariate analysis increments and 

alleviates the discontinuities at the cloud mask borders by treating 

the CI as an exponent. The impact study on regional numerical weather 

prediction (NWP) demonstrates that the application of the cloud-
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dependent B reduces analyses and forecasts bias and increases 

precipitation forecast skills. Diagnostics of a heavy rainfall case 

indicate that the application of the cloud-dependent B enhances the 

moisture, wind, and hydrometeors analyses and forecasts, resulting in 

more accurate forecasts of accumulated precipitation. The cloud-

dependent piecewise analysis scheme proposed herein is extensible, 

and a more precise definition of CI can improve the analysis, which 

deserves future investigation.
 

来源：AMS期刊
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Global oscillatory modes in high-end climate modeling and reanalyses
 

摘要： Interannual oscillatory modes, atmospheric and oceanic, 

are present in several large regions of the globe. We examine here 

low-frequency variability (LFV) over the entire globe in the 

Community Earth System Model (CESM) and in the NCEP-NCAR and ECMWF 

ERA5 reanalyses. Multichannel singular spectrum analysis (MSSA) is 

applied to these three datasets. In the fully coupled CESM1.1 model, 

with its resolution of \(0.1 \times 0.1\) degrees in the ocean and 

\(0.25 \times 0.25\) degrees in the atmosphere, the fields analyzed 

are surface temperatures, sea level pressures and the 200-hPa 

geopotential. The simulation is 100-year long and the last 66 yr are 

used in the analysis. The two statistically significant periodicities 

in this IPCC-class model are 11 and 3.4?year. In the NCEP-NCAR 

reanalysis, the fields of sea level pressure and of 200-hPa 

geopotential are analyzed at the available resolution of \(2.5 \times 

2.5\) degrees over the 68-years interval 1949–2016. Oscillations 

with periods of 12 and 3.6?years are found to be statistically 

significant in this dataset. In the ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis, the 200-

hPa geopotential field was analyzed at its resolution of \(0.25 

\times 0.25\) degrees over the 71-years interval 1950–2020. 

Oscillations with periods of 10 and 3.6?years are found to be 

statistically significant in this third dataset. The spatio-temporal 
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patterns of the oscillations in the three datasets are quite similar. 

The spatial pattern of these global oscillations over the North 

Pacific and North Atlantic resemble the Pacific Decadal Oscillation 

and the LFV found in the Gulf Stream region and Labrador Sea, 

respectively. We speculate that such regional oscillations are 

synchronized over the globe, thus yielding the global oscillatory 

modes found herein, and discuss the potential role of the 11-year 

solar-irradiance cycle in this synchronization. The robustness of the 

two global modes, with their 10–12 and 3.4–3.6?years periodicities, 

also suggests potential contributions to predictability at 1–3 years 

horizons.
 

来源：Springer
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1961～2018 年西北地区降水的变化特征
 

摘要：邻接青藏高原地区的中国西北地区是最大的欧亚干旱区，其降水变

化对全球变化的响应和对干旱环境及其青藏高原气候变化都具有特殊的指示意

义。基于 1961～2018 年中国西北地区 144 个站的逐日降水、逐月气温观测资料，

分析了西北地区的降水变化特征及趋势。结果表明：（1）近 60 年以来，西北地

区 92%站点的年降水量呈现增加的趋势，只有甘肃东南部不到 10%的站点呈下降

趋势；（2）季节尺度上，春、夏、秋季中超过 75%站点的降水呈现增加的趋势，

但最显著的是，几乎所有站点在冬季的降水为增加趋势，秋、冬季降水的增加

相对较少，反映了冬季风对西北地区降水影响的特点；（3）进入 21 世纪以来，

西北地区夏季和年降水量仍然维持准 3 a 周期特征，春、秋季的周期具有阶段

性、冬季降水量具有较稳定的约 3 a 周期，因此，自然周期变化对降水增加的

贡献并不大。西北地区降水量在过去 60 年来确实呈现出增加趋势，尤其 21 世

纪以来降水量持续增加，但增加的量是有限的，不足以改变其干旱半干旱的气

候特征。关键词 :西北地区 /降水量/时空特征 /周期分析 Abstract:The 

Northwest China, which is adjacent to the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, is 

the largest Eurasian arid region. Its precipitation responses to the 

global climate changes, to the arid environment, and to the climate 

change in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau region are special significance. 

Based on the observational data of the daily precipitations and 

monthly temperatures at 144 stations in Northwest China from 1961 to 
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2018, the characteristics and trends of the precipitation change in 

Northwest China are analyzed. The results showed that: (1) During 

nearly the last 60 years, 92% of the stations in Northwest China 

observed an increasing trend of annual precipitations, while less 

than 10% of the stations in southeastern Gansu observed a decreasing 

trend. (2) On the seasonal scale, precipitations at more than 75% 

stations showed an increasing trend in spring, summer, and autumn, 

however the most significant is that almost all the stations had an 

increasing trend of precipitations in winter. The increase of 

precipitations in autumn and winter was relatively small, which 

reflected the influence of winter wind on the precipitation in 

Northwest China. (3) Another feature is that since the beginning of 

the 21st century, the summer and annual precipitations in Northwest 

China have maintained a quasi-3 a cycle. The spring and autumn cycles 

have several stages, while the winter precipitation has a relatively 

stable cycle of nearly 3 a. Therefore, natural cycle changes do not 

contribute much to the increase of the precipitation. The 

precipitation in Northwest China has indeed increased over the past 

60 years, especially since the beginning of 21st century when the 

precipitation has been continuously increasing. However, the 

increased precipitation amount is limited, which is not enough to 

change the arid and semi-arid climate characteristics in the 

region.Key words:Northwest China/Precipitation/Spatial and temporal 

characteristics/Periodic analysis
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云海-2掩星探测资料在全球数值天气预报模式中的同化效果评估
 

摘要：本文基于 T799L91 全球数值天气预报模式及其四维变分同化系统，

构建了云海-2 掩星探测资料的同化流程，并以 2019 年 7 月开展了为期一个月

的云海-2 掩星探测资料同化预报试验。对东亚区域、北半球和南半球的同化预

报结果评估表明：在全球数值天气预报模式中，同化云海-2 掩星探测资料能够

有效提高预报场的准确性，提高的幅度随着预报时效和预报日数的增加逐渐增
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大；在更长时效的 72 h、120 h、168 h 预报中，云海-2 掩星探测资料与 GPS

（Global Positioning System）掩星探测资料的同化效果在中前期相当，在中

后期，同化云海-2 掩星探测资料逐渐优于 GPS 掩星探测资料；随着预报日数的

增加，联合同化云海-2 掩星探测资料和 GPS 掩星探测资料的优势逐步显现。关

键词:云海-2 掩星/GPS (Global Positioning System)/同化/全球数值天气预

报模式 /均方根误差 /相关系数 Abstract:Based on the T799L91 global 

numerical weather forecast model and its four-dimensional variational 

assimilation system, the assimilation process of Yunhai-2 occultation 

data was constructed, and a one-month assimilation-forecast 

experiment for Yunhai-2 occultation data was carried out in July 2019. 

The evaluation of the assimilation forecast results for East Asia, 

Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere shows that: In the global 

numerical weather forecast model, assimilating Yunhai-2 occultation 

data can effectively improve the accuracy of the forecast field. With 

the extension of the forecast time and the increase of the forecast 

days, the improvement range gradually increases. With the longer time 

efforts of the 72-hour, 120-hour and 168-hour forecasting, the 

assimilation effects of Yunhai-2 occultation data and GPS (Global 

Positioning System) occultation data are similar in the middle and 

early days, while the assimilation of Yunhai-2 occultation data is 

gradually better than GPS occultation data in the middle and later 

days. With the increase of the forecasting days, the advantage of the 

joint assimilation of Yunhai-2 occultation data with GPS occultation 

data gradually appears.Key words:Yunhai-2 occultation/GPS (Global 

Positioning System)/Assimilation/Global numerical weather forecast 

model/Root mean square error/Correlation coefficient
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Impact of Assimilating GOES-R Geostationary Lightning Mapper Flash 

Extent Density Data on Severe Convection Forecast in a Warn-on-

Forecast System
 

摘要： The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-R 
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(GOES-R) Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) instrument detects 

total lightning rate at high temporal and spatial resolution over the 

Americas and adjacent oceanic regions. The GLM observations provide 

detection and monitoring of deep electrified convection. This study 

explores the impact of assimilating the GLM derived flash extent 

density (FED) on the analyses and short-term forecasts of two severe 

weather events into an experimental Warn-on-Forecast system (WoFS) 

using the Ensemble Kalman Filter data assimilation technique. 

Sensitivity experiments are conducted using two tornadic severe storm 

events, one with a line of individual supercells and the other one 

with both isolated cells and a severe convective line. The control 

experiment (CTRL) assimilates conventional surface observations and 

geostationary satellite cloud water path into WoFS. Additional 

experiments also assimilate either GLM FED or radar data (RAD), or a 

combination of both (RAD+GLM). It is found that assimilating GLM data 

in the absence of radar data into the WoFS improves the short-term 

forecast skill over CTRL in one case, while in the other case 

degrades the forecast skill by generating weaker cold pools and 

overly suppressing convection, mainly owing to assimilating zero FED 

values in the trailing stratiform regions. Assimilating unexpectedly 

low FED values in some regions due to low GLM detection efficiency 

also accounts for the poorer forecasts. Although RAD provides 

superior forecasts over GLM, the combination RAD+GLM shows further 

gains in both cases. Additional observation operators should consider 

different storm types and GLM detection efficiency.
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中国地区土壤湿度记忆性及其与降水特征变化的关系
 

摘要：本文首先利用中国气象局国家气象信息中心提供的中国 732 个站点

观测的土壤体积含水量，评估了 CLM4.5（Community Land Model version 4.5）

在 CFSR（Climate Forecast System Reanalysis）近地面大气数据驱动下模拟

的逐月土壤湿度（记为 CLM4.5-CFSR），然后基于 CLM4.5-CFSR 比较了皮尔逊相
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关法和自相关法计算得到的 1980～2009 年中国地区土壤湿度记忆性的区域及季

节分布特征，量化了土壤湿度的记忆能力，研究了降水频率、降水强度和近地

表气温分别对土壤湿度记忆性的影响。结果表明：CLM4.5-CFSR 能较好地反映

出大部分地区月时间尺度上土壤湿度的变化特征。两种方法描述的土壤湿度记

忆性的空间分布特征相似，但季节特征不同。不同深度土壤湿度的记忆时长相

差不大，在 0.85～2.2 个月不等，其中内蒙古东北部较大，新疆西南部较小。

春季，较湿的土壤记忆性也较强。当降水频率较低时，其对蒸发速率较大的地

区土壤湿度的记忆性影响很小，当降水强度较大时，它会迅速补充土壤散失的

水分，破坏初始时刻土壤的干湿状态，引起其记忆性减弱。近地表气温变化主

要通过影响土壤的蒸发过程减弱土壤湿度的记忆性。未来可利用气候模式开展

数值敏感性试验对本文得到的结论进行机理研究，为进一步提高季节和季节内

尺度的降水预报提供依据。关键词:土壤湿度/记忆性/降水频率/降水强度/近地

表 气 温 Abstract:This study first uses the volumetric soil water 

content data from 732 stations in China, as provided by the National 

Meteorological Information Center (NMIC) at the China Meteorological 

Administration (CMA), to evaluate the simulations of the Community 

Land Model version 4.5 (CLM4.5) driven by Climate Forecast System 

Reanalysis (CFSR) near surface meteorological data (referred as to 

CLM4.5-CFSR). Then the CLM4.5-CFSR is used to investigate the 

spatial-temporal characteristics of soil moisture memory in China 

region during 1980–2009. The soil moisture memory is calculated by 

both Pearson correlation method and autocorrelation method. The 

effects of precipitation frequency, precipitation intensity and near-

surface temperature on soil moisture memory are then explored. The 

results show that CLM4.5-CFSR can reflect the soil moisture changes 

on the monthly time scale in China. The spatial distributions of soil 

moisture memory from two methods are similar, but their seasonal 

characteristics are different. The soil moisture memory duration does 

not vary very much with soil depth, ranging from 0.85–2.2 months 

across China with relatively larger magnitude in the northeast of the 

Inner Mongolia, while smaller in the southwest of Xinjiang Province. 

In spring, the wetter the soil, the longer the soil moisture memory. 

When the precipitation frequency is low, it has little effect on soil 

moisture memory in areas where the evaporation rate is high. When the 

precipitation intensity is high, soil moisture memory will be 
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shortened by it because it can replenish the soil water rapidly and 

destroy the initially dry or wet conditions of the soil. Changes in 

the near-surface temperature will shorten the soil moisture memory 

through its effect on the soil evaporation. In the future, it is 

necessary to carry out climate model sensitivity experiments to gain 

insights on physical mechanisms associated with the conclusions 

obtained in the current study, which in turn to provide a basis for 

further improvements of the seasonal and intraseasonal precipitation 

prediction.Key words:Soil moisture/Memory/Precipitation 

frequency/Precipitation intensity/Near-surface temperature
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CAS-ESM 模式对欧亚大陆逐日降水特征的数值模拟：物理参数化方案和水平分

辨率的影响
 

摘要：本文利用中国科学院大气物理研究所地球系统模式 CAS-ESM 和

NCAR CESM 中的气候系统模式开展了一系列不同物理参数化方案和水平分辨率

的模拟试验，并针对欧亚大陆逐日降水特征模拟性能进行分析研究。本研究进

行了四组时长为 19 年（ 1998～ 2016 年）的 AMIP（ Atmospheric Model 

Intercomparison Project）数值积分试验：在 1.9°×2.5°的低分辨率下

NCAR CESM 模式使用 CAM5 物理参数化方案组合（记为 CESM），在 1.4°×1.4°

的低水平分辨率下 CAS-ESM 模式使用 CAM4 与 CAM5 两种不同物理参数化方案组

合（依次记为 Lcam4 和 Lcam5），在 0.5°×0.5°的高水平分辨率下 CAS-ESM 模

式使用 CAM5 物理参数化方案（记为 Hcam5）。通过与 GPCC（ Global 

Precipitation Climatology Centre）、CMORPH（CPC MORPHing technique）观

测资料比较，两个模式较好地再现了平均降水特征和极端降水的气候态，但模

式的降水频率偏大、降水强度偏弱。CESM 的大雨日数与观测较为接近，Hcam5

模拟的日最大降水量与观测最接近。针对 CAS-ESM 模式，不同物理参数化方案

和水平分辨率均对降水特征产生影响，其中提高分辨率对降水特征的模拟有显

著的改进。Lcam4 和 Lcam5 相比，Hcam5 显著提高了极端降水的模拟性能。在欧

亚大陆中高纬地区，Lcam4 的降水频率高于 Lcam5；而在中国东部，Hcam5 的降

水频率比 Lcam5 小，与 GPCC 偏差更小。进一步分析的结果表明，与 Lcam5 相比，

在欧洲地区 Lcam4 中的大尺度降水较多，水汽输送更强。在中国东部，Hcam5
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中对流性降水频率比 Lcam5 更小，而大尺度降水和水汽输送更大，使得高分辨

率的模拟试验性能提高。关键词:地球系统模式/欧亚大陆/逐日降水特征/极端

降水 Abstract:In this paper, two earth system models, i.e., CAS-ESM 

(Earth System Model, Chinese Academy of Sciences) and NCAR CESM 

(Community Earth System Model, National Center for Atmospheric 

Research), are used to carry out a series of simulations with 

different parameterizations and horizontal resolutions, and the daily 

precipitation characteristics of Eurasia are analyzed. Four 19-year 

(1998–2016) Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project simulations 

have been conducted in this study. They included CESM with the 

Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) physics package at a 

resolution of 1.9°×2.5°, CAS-ESM with the CAM4 (Lcam4) and CAM5 

(Lcam5) packages at a resolution of 1.4°×1.4°, and CAS-ESM with 

the CAM5 package at a resolution of 0.5°×0.5° (Hcam5). Compared 

with GPCC (Global Precipitation Climatology Centre) and CMORPH (CPC 

MORPHing technique), both models competently reproduced the 

climatological means of precipitation and extreme precipitation. 

However, the two models overestimated precipitation frequency and 

underestimated precipitation intensity. CESM produced the smallest 

biases in the number of heavy rain days, and Hcam5 showed added value 

for maximum daily precipitation. For CAS-ESM, both the physics 

package and horizontal resolutions impacted daily precipitation 

characteristics. Noticeable improvements in precipitation 

characteristics were demonstrated by Hcam5. The precipitation 

frequency of Lcam4 was higher than that of Lcam5 in the middle and 

high latitudes of Eurasia. Over eastern China, the biases of 

precipitation frequency for Hcam5 were smaller than those of Lcam5, 

and the high-resolution model distinctly improved the simulation of 

extreme precipitation. Further, compared with Lcam5, Lcam4 produced 

more large-scale precipitation and stronger water vapor fluxes over 

Europe. Over eastern China, improvements in daily precipitation 

frequency and extreme precipitation related to the reduction in 

convective precipitation frequency, greater large-scale rainfall, and 

stronger water vapor fluxes.Key words:Earth system 

model/Eurasia/Daily precipitation characteristics/Extreme 
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precipitation
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Alternative Anisotropic Formulations for Eddy-Viscosity Models in 

the Weather Research and Forecasting Model
 

摘要：The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is used 

to simulate multiple convective-boundary-layer cases on grids with 

horizontal resolutions of 100 m and 1.2 km to evaluate the 

Smagorinsky–Lilly turbulence closure on highly anisotropic grids for 

numerical weather prediction (NWP). The Smagorinsky–Lilly closure is 

used with its standard isotropic and anisotropic formulations as 

distributed with the WRF model, as well as an anisotropic form where 

the resolved strain-rate tensor is partitioned into horizontal and 

vertical components, and an isotropic form which scales with height 

near the surface, following implementations used in other NWP models. 

Finally, a novel anisotropic length scale is proposed based on using 

normal-direction grid spacing so that the vertical (horizontal) 

length scale is a function of the horizontal (vertical) resolution. 

The formulations are evaluated by comparing their development of 

resolved turbulence kinetic energy, potential temperature and 

velocity profiles, and planar velocity fields. The different forms 

behave very similarly on the 100-m grid, but significant differences 

are seen on the 1.2-km grid. When compared to the high-resolution 

results, notable improvements are seen on the 1.2-km grid using the 

modifications to the Smagorinsky–Lilly closure introduced here in 

the WRF model, particularly for the normal-direction anisotropic form 

which agrees very well with the high-resolution results with a much 

lower sensitivity to the tuning coeffi
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Improving Numerical Weather Prediction-Based Near-Cloud Aviation 

Turbulence Forecasts by Diagnosing Convective Gravity Wave Breaking
 

摘要：Based on a convective gravity wave drag parameterization 

scheme in a Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model, previously 

proposed near-cloud turbulence (NCT) diagnostics for better detecting 

turbulence near convection are tested and evaluated by using global 

in situ flight data and outputs from operational global NWP model of 

the Korea Meteorological Administration for one year (from December 

2016 to November 2017). For comparison, eleven widely used clear air 

turbulence (CAT) diagnostics currently used in operational NWP-based 

aviation turbulence forecasting systems are separately computed. For 

selected cases, NCT diagnostics predict more accurately localized 

turbulence events over convective regions with better intensity, 

which is clearly distinguished from the turbulence areas diagnosed by 

conventional CAT diagnostics that they mostly failed to forecast with 

broad areas and low magnitudes. Although overall performance of NCT 

diagnostics for whole one year is lower than conventional CAT 

diagnostics due to the fact that NCT diagnostics exclusively focus on 

the isolated NCT events, adding the NCT diagnostics to CAT 

diagnostics improves the performance of aviation turbulence 

forecasting. Especially in the summertime, performance in terms of an 

area under the curve (AUC) based on probability of detection 

statistics is the best (AUC = 0.837 with a 4% increase, compared to 

conventional CAT forecasts) when the mean of all CAT and NCT 

diagnostics is used, while performance in terms of root mean square 

error is the best when the maximum among combined CAT and single NCT 

diagnostic is used. This implies that including NCT diagnostics to 

currently used NWP-based aviation turbulence forecasting systems 

should be beneficial for safety of air travel.
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An analysis of tornado warning reception and response across time: 

leveraging respondent's confidence and a nocturnal tornado 

climatology
 

摘要：Nocturnal tornadoes are challenging to forecast and even 

more challenging to communicate. Numerous studies have evaluated the 

forecasting challenges, but fewer have investigated when and where 

these events pose the greatest communication challenges. This study 

seeks to evaluate variation in confidence among US residents in 

receiving and responding to tornado warnings by hour-of-day. Survey 

experiment data comes from the Severe Weather and Society Survey, an 

annual survey of US adults. Results indicate that respondents are 

less confident about receiving warnings overnight, specifically in 

the early morning hours (12 AM to 4 AM local time). We then use the 

survey results to inform an analysis of hourly tornado climatology 

data. We evaluate where nocturnal tornadoes are most likely to occur 

during the time frame when residents are least confident in their 

ability to receive tornado warnings. Results show that the Southeast 

experiences the highest number of nocturnal tornadoes during the time 

period of lowest confidence, as well as the largest proportion of 

tornadoes in that time frame. Finally, we estimate and assess two 

multiple linear regression models to identify individual 

characteristics that may influence a respondent’s confidence in 

receiving a tornado between 12 AM and 4 AM. These results indicate 

that age, race, weather awareness, weather sources, and the 

proportion of nocturnal tornadoes in the local area relate to warning 

reception confidence. The results of this study should help inform 

policymakers and practitioners about the populations at greatest risk 

for challenges associated with nocturnal tornadoes. Discussion 

focuses on developing more effective communication strategies, 

particularly for diverse and vulnerable populations.
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Use of Deep Learning for Weather Radar Nowcasting
 

摘要： Nowcasting based on weather radar uses the current and 

past observations to make estimations of future radar echoes. There 

are many types of operationally deployed nowcasting systems, but none 

of them are currently based on deep learning, despite it being an 

active area of research in the last few years. This paper explores 

deep learning models as alternatives to current methods by proposing 

different architectures and comparing them against some operational 

nowcasting systems. The methods proposed here, harnessing residual 

convolutional encoder-decoder architectures, reach a level of 

performance expected of current systems and in certain scenarios can 

even outperform them. Finally, some of the potential drawbacks of 

using deep learning are analyzed. No decay in the performance on a 

different geographical area from where the models were trained was 

found. No edge or checkerboard artifact, common in convolutional 

operations, was found that affects the nowcasting metrics.
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The Simulation of Five Tropical Cyclones by Sample Optimization of 

Ensemble Forecasting Based on the Observed Track and Intensity
 

摘要：The quality of ensemble forecasting is seriously affected 

by sample quality. In this study, the distributions of ensemble 

members based on the observed track and intensity of tropical 

cyclones (TCs) were optimized and their influence on the simulation 

results was analyzed. Simulated and observed tracks and intensities 

of TCs were compared and these two indicators were combined and 

weighted to score the sample. Samples with higher scores were 

retained and samples with lower scores were eliminated to improve the 

overall quality of the ensemble forecast. For each sample, the track 

score and intensity score were added as the final score of the sample 

with weight proportions of 10 to 0, 9 to 1, 8 to 2, 7 to 3, 6 to 4, 5 

to 5. These were named as “tr”, “91”, “82”, “73”, “64”, and 
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“55”, respectively. The WRF model was used to simulate five 

tropical cyclones in the northwestern Pacific to test the ability of 

this scheme to improve the forecast track and intensity of these 

cyclones. The results show that the sample optimization effectively 

reduced the track and intensity error, “55” usually had better 

performance on the short-term intensity prediction, and “tr” had 

better performance in short-term track prediction. From the overall 

performance of the track and intensity simulation, “91” was the 

best and most stable among all sample optimization schemes. These 

results may provide some guidance for optimizing operational ensemble 

forecasting of TCs.
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Simulation of summer climate over Central Asia shows high 

sensitivity to different land surface schemes in WRF
 

摘要： Land surface processes are vital to the performance of 

regional climate models in dynamic downscaling application. In this 

study, we investigate the sensitivity of the simulation by using the 

weather research and forecasting (WRF) model at 10-km resolution to 

the land surface schemes over Central Asia. The WRF model was run for 

19 summers from 2000 to 2018 configured with four different land 

surface schemes including CLM4, Noah-MP, Pleim-Xiu and SSiB, 

hereafter referred as Exp-CLM4, Exp-Noah-MP, Exp-PX and Exp-SSiB 

respectively. The initial and boundary conditions for the WRF model 

simulations were provided by the National Centers for Environmental 

Prediction Final (NCEP-FNL) Operational Global Analysis data. The 

ERA-Interim reanalysis (ERAI), the GHCN-CAMS and the CRU gridded data 

were used to comprehensively evaluate the WRF simulations. Compared 

with the reanalysis and observational data, the WRF model can 

reasonably reproduce the spatial patterns of summer mean 2-m 

temperature, precipitation, and large- scale atmospheric circulation. 

The simulations, however, are sensitive to the option of land surface 

scheme. The performance of Exp-CLM4 and Exp-SSiB are better than that 
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of Exp-Noah-MP and Exp-PX assessed by Multivariable Integrated 

Evaluation (MVIE) method. To comprehensively understand the dynamic 

and physical mechanisms for the WRF model’s sensitivity to land 

surface schemes, the differences in the surface energy balance 

between Ave-CLM4-SSiB (the ensemble average of Exp-CLM4 and Exp-SSiB) 

and Ave-NoanMP-PX (the ensemble average of Exp-Noah-MP and Exp-PX) 

are analyzed in detail. The results demonstrate that the sensible and 

latent heat fluxes are respectively lower by 30.42?W·m?2 and higher 

by 14.86?W·m?2 in Ave-CLM4-SSiB than that in Ave-NoahMP-PX. As a 

result, large differences in geopotential height occur over the 

simulation domain. The simulated wind fields are subsequently 

influenced by the geostrophic adjustment process, thus the 

simulations of 2-m temperature, surface skin temperature and 

precipitation are respectively lower by about 2.08 ℃, 2.23 ℃ and 

18.56?mm·month?1 in Ave-CLM4-SSiB than that in Ave-NoahMP-PX over 

Central Asia continent.
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Benefits of sea ice initialization for the interannual-to-decadal 

climate prediction skill in the Arctic in EC-Earth3
 

摘 要 ： Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 Geosci. 

Model Dev., 14, 42834305, 2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-4283-

2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This work is distributed under the Creative 

Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Geosci. Model Dev., 14, 42834305, 

2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-4283-2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This 

work is distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 

License. Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Development and technical paper 08 Jul 

2021 Development and technical paper | 0
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Convection-Permitting Hindcasting of Diurnal Variation of Mei-yu 

Rainfall Over East China With a Global Variable-Resolution Model
 

摘要： Two sets of 48-h hindcast experiments for Mei-yu season 

using non-hydrostatic global variable-resolution model (MPAS-

Atmosphere) with regional refinement at 4km resolution (V4km) and 

uniform 60km resolution (U60km) are first-time conducted to attempt 

at simulating the Mei-yu rainfall in 2015 over East China. The 

analysis focuses on the seasonal average of diurnal variation of 

precipitation amount (PA), intensity (PI), and frequency (PF). Both 

simulations reasonably reproduce the spatial distribution of PA. V4km 

is more skillful in simulating the spatial distributions and 

magnitudes of PF and PI. The diurnal cycle of Mei-yu rainfall shows a 

major early morning peak and a minor afternoon peak, contributed by 

precipitation during two sub-periods with distinct synoptic 

circulations. With strong Mei-yu in the first sub-period, the diurnal 

variation of PA is controlled by nocturnal southwesterly jet. V4km 

overestimates the morning peak mainly due to its bias in simulating 

boundary layer inertial oscillation. Although differences in PA 

between the simulations are small, U60km overestimates PF and 

underestimates PI. With weak Mei-yu in the second sub-period, the 

diurnal variation of PA is controlled by both synoptic circulation 

and local convection. At both resolutions, deviations in the large-

scale circulation modulated by a few typhoons lead to positive biases 

in the morning peak of PA. After removing the typhoon impacts, V4km 

captures the observed diurnal cycle of PA well, while U60km 

significantly underestimates PA and PI particularly in the afternoon. 

Future studies focusing on advancing modeling of southwesterly jet 

and typhoons may further improve convection permitting simulation of 

Mei-yu rainfall.
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Radar-Based Comparison of Thunderstorm Outflow Boundary Speeds 

versus Peak Wind Gusts from Automated Stations
 

摘 要 ： Straight-line winds are arguably the most challenging 

element considered by operational forecasters when issuing severe 

thunderstorm warnings. Determining the potential maximum surface wind 

gust prior to an observed, measured gust is very difficult. This work 

builds upon prior research that quantified a relationship between the 

observed outflow boundary speed and corresponding measured wind gusts. 

Whereas this prior study was limited to a 30-case dataset over 

eastern Colorado, the current study comprises 943 cases across the 

contiguous United States and encompasses all times of day, seasons, 

and regions while representing various convective modes and 

associated near-storm environments. The wind gust ratios (WGRs), or 

the ratio between a measured wind gust and the associated outflow 

boundary speed, had a nationwide median of 1.44, mean of 1.68, 25th 

percentile of 1.19, and 75th percentile of 1.91. WGRs varied 

considerably by region, season, time of day, convective mode, near-

storm environment, and outflow boundary speed. WGRs tended to be 

higher in the plains, Intermountain West, and southern coastal 

regions, lower in the cool season and during the morning and 

overnight, and lower in linear convective modes relative to supercell 

and disorganized modes. Environments with stronger mean winds and 

low- to midlevel shear vector magnitudes tended to have lower WGRs, 

whereas those with steeper low-level lapse rates and other 

thermodynamic characteristics favorable for momentum transfer and 

evaporative cooling tended to have higher WGRs. As outflow boundary 

speed increases, WGRs—and their variability—decrease. Applying 

these findings may help operational meteorologists to provide more 

accurate severe thunderstorm warnings.
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Nowcasting the precipitation phase combining weather radar data, 

surface observations and NWP model forecasts
 

摘 要 ： Heavy snowfall events can cause substantial transport 

disruption and exert a negative socio-economic impact, particularly 

in low altitude and mid-latitude regions where it seldom snows. Such 

problems may be exacerbated if there are rapid transitions between 

different precipitation phases within the same event. Previous 

studies have addressed this issue using precipitation phase 

nowcasting techniques, often focusing on critical infrastructures 

such as airports. Very short-range forecasts are usually based on 

trends of observations and numerical weather prediction models. 

Nowcasting schemes considering the precipitation phase generally 

merge extrapolated surface observations, modelled vertical 

temperature profiles and extrapolated weather radar precipitation 

fields. In this study, a precipitation phase nowcasting scheme was 

developed and evaluated, initially using eight different algorithms 

to classify precipitation into rain, sleet or snow, together with a 

probabilistic weather radar data extrapolation technique. In addition, 

three combinations of the previous algorithms were also evaluated. 

The nowcasting scheme was applied to a mid-latitude region in the 

North Western Mediterranean to assess its performance during eight 

snowfall events. Single and combined algorithms were compared to 

determine their suitability in conditions close to freezing point, 

when there is increased uncertainty about the precipitation phase. 

The results indicate that although single and combined algorithms 

perform similarly, the latter can provide valuable information during 

event monitoring. Precipitation phase transitions were also analysed, 

finding that on average they can be correctly forecast with a lead 

time of 120 minutes. The proposed methodology can be readily applied 

to other regions where ground-based observations, weather radar data 

and model forecasts are available. This article is protected by 

copyright. All rights reserved.
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Robust atmospheric river response to global warming in idealized and 

comprehensive climate models
 

摘 要 ： Atmospheric rivers (ARs), narrow intense moisture 

transport, account for much of the poleward moisture transport in 

midlatitudes. While studies have characterized AR features and the 

associated hydrological impacts in a warming climate in observations 

and comprehensive climate models, the fundamental dynamics for 

changes in AR statistics (e.g., frequency, length, width) are not 

well understood. Here we investigate AR response to global warming 

with a combination of idealized and comprehensive climate models. To 

that end, we developed an idealized atmospheric GCM with Earth-like 

global circulation and hydrological cycle, in which water vapor and 

clouds are modeled as passive tracers with simple cloud microphysics 

and precipitation processes. Despite the simplicity of model physics, 

it reasonably reproduces observed dynamical structures for individual 

ARs, statistical characteristics of ARs, and spatial distributions of 

AR climatology. Under climate warming, the idealized model produces 

robust AR changes similar to CESM large ensemble simulations under 

RCP8.5, including AR size expansion, intensified landfall moisture 

transport, and an increased AR frequency, corroborating previously 

reported AR changes under global warming by climate models. In 

addition, the latitude of AR frequency maximum shifts poleward with 

climate warming. Further analysis suggests the thermodynamic effect 

(i.e., an increase in water vapor) dominates the AR statistics and 

frequency changes while both the dynamic and thermodynamic effects 

contribute to the AR poleward shift. These results demonstrate that 

AR changes in a warming climate can be understood as passive water 

vapor and cloud tracers regulated by large-scale atmospheric 

circulation, whereas convection and latent heat feedback are of 

secondary importance.
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Validation of X-band multi-parameter phased array weather radar by 

comparing data from Doppler weather radar with a parabolic dish 

antenna
 

摘要：The multi-parameter phased array weather radar (MP-PAWR) 

was the first dual-polarized phased array weather radar to be 

commissioned in Japan (2017). When conducting a volume scan, the MP-

PAWR respectively uses electronic and mechanical scanning in the 

elevation and azimuth angles to achieve rapid scanning and high-

density observations. Although the effectiveness of the MP-PAWR has 

been demonstrated in case studies, its observation accuracy is yet to 

be quantitatively analyzed. Therefore, this study compared data of 

MP-PAWR with that of an operational dual-polarized weather radar with 

a parabolic-type antenna (X-MP radar) using 2,347,097 data samples 

obtained over 14 h. The results showed that the observation accuracy 

of the MP-PAWR was approximately the same as that of the X-MP radar 

at low elevations. The correlations of observational parameters 

(radar reflectivity factor, differential resistivity, specific 

differential phase, and Doppler velocity) between the MP-PAWR and X-

MP radar ranged from 0.77–0.99 when MP-PAWR data were recorded 

within 15 s of the X-MP radar observations. The correlation between 

the observational parameters of the two radars decreased as the 

observation time difference between the X-MP radar and MP-PAWR 

increased. In particular, the correlation coefficients between the 

specific differential phase and the differential reflectivity were 

considerably lower than the single-polarization parameter at 

observation time difference of 240–300 s. By providing high-

frequency and high-density dual-polarization observations, the MP-

PAWR can contribute to rainfall prediction in Japan and reduce the 

damage caused by localized, rapidly developing cumulonimbus clouds.
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Estimation of ambient PM2.5-related mortality burden in China by 

2030 under climate and population change scenarios: A modeling study
 

摘 要 ： ?Estimates of PM2.5 concentrations in 2030 declined 

compared with 2015.?If the age structure maintains, PM2.5-related 

premature death in 2030 related to 2015 decreased.?With the 

population aging, PM2.5-related premature death would sharply 

increase in 2030.
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The ENEA-REG system (v1.0), a multi-component regional Earth system 

model: sensitivity to different atmospheric components over the Med-

CORDEX (Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment) region
 

摘 要 ： Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 Geosci. 

Model Dev., 14, 41594185, 2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-4159-

2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This work is distributed under the Creative 

Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Geosci. Model Dev., 14, 41594185, 

2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-4159-2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This 

work is distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 

License. Articles | Volume 14, issue 7 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Model evaluation paper 02 Jul 2021 

Model evaluation paper | 02 Jul 2021
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✧城市气候与生态
 

本监测周期内，资讯信息共更新 1 条：
 

North America heatwave almost impossible without climate change
 

摘要：The record-breaking heatwave in parts of the US and Canada 

at the end of June would have been virtually impossible without the 
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influence of human-caused climate change, according to a rapid 

attribution analysis by an international team of leading climate 

scientists. Climate change, caused by greenhouse gas emissions, made 

the heatwave at least 150 times more likely to happen.Pacific 

Northwest areas of the US and Canada saw temperatures that broke 

records by several degrees, including a new all-time Canadian 

temperature record of 49.6°C (121.3°F) in the village of Lytton - 

well above the previous national record of 45°C (113°F). Shortly 

after setting the record, Lytton was largely destroyed in a 

wildfire.North America had its warmest June on record, according to 

the monthly bulletin from Copernicus Climate Change Service 

implemented by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 

(ECMWF).Every heatwave occurring today is made more likely and more 

intense by climate change. To quantify the effect of climate change 

on these high temperatures, the rapid attribution study analysed the 

observations and computer simulations to compare the climate as it is 

today, after about 1.2°C (2.
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The impact of climate change in wheat and barley yields in the 

Iberian Peninsula
 

摘要：The impact of climate change on wheat and barley yields in 

two regions of the Iberian Peninsula is here examined. Regression 

models are developed by using EURO-CORDEX regional climate model (RCM) 

simulations, forced by ERA-Interim, with monthly maximum and minimum 

air temperatures and monthly accumulated precipitation as predictors. 

Additionally, RCM simulations forced by different global climate 

models for the historical period (1972?000) and mid-of-century 

(2042?070; under the two emission scenarios RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) are 

analysed. Results point to different regional responses of wheat and 

barley. In the southernmost regions, results indicate that the main 
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yield driver is spring maximum temperature, while further north a 

larger dependence on spring precipitation and early winter maximum 

temperature is observed. Climate change seems to induce severe yield 

losses in the southern region, mainly due to an increase in spring 

maximum temperature. On the contrary, a yield increase is projected 

in the northern regions, with the main driver being early winter 

warming that stimulates earlier growth. These results warn on the 

need to implement sustainable agriculture policies, and on the 

necessity of regional adaptation strategies.
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中国南方设施番茄高温热害风险区划
 

摘要：以中国南方设施番茄为研究对象，利用 1990—2019 年 3—9 月 359

个气象站点的气象资料、温室小气候实测资料以及高温控制试验资料，通过 BP

神经网络模拟南方塑料大棚内日最高气温，结合高温控制试验资料，采用相关

性分析和主成分分析方法，构建适用于中国南方设施番茄高温热害等级指标体

系，开展设施番茄高温热害风险区划。结果表明：1990—2019 年高温热害发生

频率增加趋势不显著，轻度高温热害发生频率最高，其次是中度高温热害，各

等级高温热害发生频率变化趋势均不显著，且年际变化较大。南方设施番茄高

温热害高风险区主要分布在广东西部和东部、广西东部和西部以及云南北部、

中部和南部；次高风险区分布在湖南南部、广西大部、广东中北部、江西南部

以及福建；中度风险区分布在湖南中北部、江西北部、浙江、安徽、湖北、重

庆；其他地区为低风险区。关键词:设施番茄;高温热害;BP 神经网络;高温胁迫

指 数 Abstract:With the intensification of global warming, high 

temperature and heat damage of spring-summer occurs frequently in 

recent years, which seriously affects the growth of greenhouse tomato 

and reduces agricultural economic efficiency. The high temperature 

and heat damage risk zoning of tomato is especially important, but 

the research is not sufficient. Based on meteorological data of 359 

stations from 1990 to 2019 and greenhouse microclimate measured data, 

the highest daily temperature in the southern greenhouse is simulated 

by the BP neural network. Combining high temperature control test 

data using correlation analysis and principal component analysis 
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methods, the main indicators are screened out, and a high temperature 

stress index model is constructed. The mean-standard deviation method 

is used to divide three levels of high temperature stress, and then 

the temperature with duration corresponding to the critical value of 

different levels of high temperature stress index are determined 

respectively, and the risk index system is established. Using 

geographic information system (GIS) software and other mathematical 

statistical methods, the characteristics of the year-over-year 

changes in the frequency of high temperature and thermal damage of 

tomatoes in the research area are analyzed, and a comprehensive risk 

index is established to assess the trend of risk development of high 

temperature and heat damage to greenhouse tomato in the past 30 years. 

The results show that the frequency of mild and severe high 

temperature and heat damage is increasing from 1990 to 2019, while 

the frequency of moderate high temperature and heat damage shows a 

different pattern (insignificant decrease trend). Among them, the 

frequency of mild high temperature and heat damage is the highest, 

followed by moderate high temperature and heat damage. The frequency 

of heat damage of various grades varies greatly from year to year. 

There are obvious differences in the distribution of the risk of high 

temperature and heat damage in space. High-risk areas of heat damage 

in southern greenhouse tomato are mainly distributed in the western 

and eastern parts of Guangdong, the eastern and western parts of 

Guangxi, and the northern, central, and southern parts of Yunnan. The 

second high-risk areas are mainly distributed in southern Hunan, most 

areas of Guangxi, central and northern Guangdong, southern Jiangxi, 

and most areas of Fujian. Areas with moderate heat damage are mainly 

distributed in north-central Hunan, northwestern Jiangxi, Zhejiang, 

Anhui, Hubei, and Chongqing. And the risk in western region is 

low.Key words:greenhouse tomato;high temperature and heat damage;BP 

neural network;high temperature stress index
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Long-term trends in atmospheric Quercus pollen related to climate 

change in southern Spain: A 25-year perspective
 

摘要： Long-term trends of atmospheric Quercus pollen recorded 

for 25 years (1995–2019) in southern Spain (Cordoba city, Andalusia 

region) have been studied to determine the influence of climate 

fluctuations and other anthropogenic factors on Mediterranean oak 

vegetation areas. Atmospheric pollen analysis revealed different 

changes on reproductive Quercus phenology through the study period. 

Pollination intensity showed an average cumulated value of the Main 

Pollen Season Integral of 12,832 Pollen * day/m3, with a high 

variability among years (±SD 8,048) and a significant rising trend 

of 771 pollen grains per year, being stronger in recent years (2014–

2019). It was remarkable the high quantity of Quercus pollen grains 

detected out of the Main Pollen Season (703 Pollen * day/m3?±?SD 

431), also increasing in recent years.
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BUILDING URBAN CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION STRATEGIES: THE CASE OF 

RUSSIAN ARCTIC CITIES
 

摘要： Russian Arctic is a highly urbanized region, with most 

towns built in the Soviet era to facilitate extraction industries as 

well as provide and maintain military facilities. Global 

environmental and developmental changes, as well as national 

political decisions open up Russia’s Arctic to massive investment, 

industrial and socioeconomic development. How do Russian Arctic 

cities, towns, and municipalities reflect on new opportunities in 

terms of designing their climate change adaptation strategies at a 

local level? Starting with theoretical discourse on urban climate 

change adaptation strategy, this research examines state-of-the-art, 

challenges and trends in planning for adaptation measures in 

Russia’s Arctic industrial centers. Special attention is given to a 
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comparative analysis of the cities’ climate change adaptation 

strategies. The role of civil society institutions and business 

community in the adaptation strategy planning process is explored. 

Moreover, conflict sensitive approaches to ensure participatory 

processes for designing and implementing adaptation measures are 

discussed. The field component of research is based on cities of 

Apatity, Arkhangelsk, Murmansk, Norilsk, Salekhard, Severodvinsk and 

towns of Monchegorsk, Nickel and Vorkuta. The study concludes that in 

spite of significant challenges identified, the total “balance sheet” 

of the Arctic cities’ efforts to enhance their adaptive capacities 

is quite positive: Russian northern urban settlements do their best 

in addressing existing challenges via planning for sustainability 

approach. However, there is more to do and municipalities should 

learn from one another’s experiences, as the different approaches 

can be helpful in developing adequate climate change adaptation 

strategies at the local level.
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Going with the Trend: Forecasting Seasonal Climate Conditions under 

Climate Change
 

摘要：For managing climate variability and adapting to climate 

change, seasonal forecasts are widely produced to inform decision-

making. However, seasonal forecasts from global climate models are 

found to poorly reproduce temperature trends in observations. 

Furthermore, this problem is not addressed by existing forecast 

postprocessing methods that are needed to remedy biases and 

uncertainties in model forecasts. The inability of the forecasts to 

reproduce the trends severely undermines user confidence in the 

forecasts. In our previous work, we proposed a new statistical 

postprocessing model that counteracted departures in trends of model 

forecasts from observations. Here, we further extend this trend-aware 

forecast postprocessing methodology to carefully treat the trend 
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uncertainty associated with the sampling variability due to limited 

data records. This new methodology is validated on forecasting 

seasonal averages of daily maximum and minimum temperatures for 

Australia based on the SEAS5 climate model of the European Centre for 

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. The resulting postprocessed forecasts 

are shown to have proper trends embedded, leading to greater accuracy 

in regions with significant trends. The application of this new 

forecast postprocessing is expected to boost user confidence in 

seasonal climate forecasts.
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Clarifying the propagation dynamics from meteorological to 

hydrological drought induced by climate change and direct human 

activities
 

摘 要 ： An understanding of the propagation process from 

meteorological to hydrological drought contributes to accurate 

prediction hydrological drought. However, the comprehensive influence 

of direct human activities involved in drought propagation is not 

well understood. In this study, an identification framework for 

drought propagation time was constructed to quantify the effects of 

direct human activities (i.e., reservoir storage, irrigation, 

industrial, domestic and agricultural water consumption) on drought 

propagation. Subsequently, the effects of meteorological and 

underlying surface factors on the drought propagation process were 

clarified based on random forest method, and the driving effect of 

teleconnection factors was investigated from top to bottom. The Wei 

River Basin (WRB), the largest tributary of the Yellow River Basin, 

was selected as the case study. Results disclosed that the 

propagation time from meteorological to hydrological drought was 

short in summer (approximately 2 months) and autumn (approximately 3 

months), while long in spring (approximately 3–5 months) and winter 

(approximately 3–8 months), exhibiting noticeable spatial 
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variability. In a changing environment, the propagation time 

generally showed a decreasing trend in spring and winter, while 

increasing propagation time was observed in summer and autumn. The 

dynamic drought propagation time of each season was all jointly 

controlled by the different extent variation of meteorological and 

underlying surface conditions, and the basic flow is all relatively 

significant throughout the period. Direct human activities had an 

effect on the seasonal dynamics of drought propagation, especially 

during the winter of the non-flood season, which alleviated the 

severity of winter hydrological drought to some extent, thus delaying 

the transmission of meteorological signals to hydrological systems. 

Sunspots, the dominant direct teleconnection driving force in the WRB, 

could indirectly affect the local precipitation and base flow in 

spring, autumn, and winter and interferes with the drought 

propagation process. This study sheds new insights into the 

attribution of drought propagation dynamics in a changing environment.
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Farmers\u2019 perception, adaptation to groundwater salinity, and 

climate change vulnerability: insights from North India
 

摘 要 ： Groundwater salinity, caused by over-extraction and 

aggravated by climate change, negatively affects crop productivity 

and threatens global food security. Poor farmers are vulnerable due 

to low adaptive capacity. A better understanding of their perceptions 

and adaptation is important to inform policies for successful 

adaptation. This paper represents an important study by exploring the 

same in Mewat, a salinity-affected socioeconomically backward 

district of northern India. The study uses a mixed-method approach 

with both secondary data and a primary survey of 250 farmers. A large 

number of farmers perceived negative impacts on water, crop, income, 

and assets; and adapt in various ways like water management, crop, 

and land management, livelihood diversification, and shift towards 
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surface water irrigation. Perceived impacts differed between richer 

and poorer farmers, whereas adaptation measures varied across the 

educational, social, and economic backgrounds of farmers. Lack of 

awareness, education, skill development, and livelihood-opportunities 

are found to be hindrances, whereas institutional and infrastructural 

support as facilitators of adaptation. Comparing the findings with 

global experiences we argued that developed countries intervene more 

in the policy level and infrastructure, whereas in developing 

countries, adaptation strategies are local, context-specific, and 

low-cost. The insights from our study will be useful for intervention 

in Mewat and similar areas across the developing world. We further 

argue that farmers take adaptation decisions based on perceived 

impacts and cost-benefit analysis. Therefore, future research work on 

quantifying the negative impacts and cost-benefit analysis of various 

adaptation measures will be useful to ensure successful adaptation in 

the region and beyond.
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The geographic disparity of historical greenhouse emissions and 

projected climate change
 

摘要：One challenge in climate change communication is that the 

causes and impacts of global warming are unrelated at local spatial 

scales. Using high-resolution datasets of historical anthropogenic 

greenhouse emissions and an ensemble of 21st century surface 

temperature projections, we developed a spatially explicit index of 

local climate disparity. This index identifies positive (low 

emissions, large temperature shifts) and negative disparity regions 

(high emissions, small temperature shifts), with global coverage. 

Across all climate change projections we analyzed, 99% of the 

earth’s surface area has a positive index value. This result 

underscores that while emissions are geographically concentrated, 

warming is globally widespread. From our index, the regions of the 
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greatest positive disparity appear concentrated in the polar arctic, 

Central Asia, and Africa with negative disparity regions in western 

Europe, Southeast Asia, and eastern North America. Straightforward 

illustrations of this complex relationship may inform on equity, 

enhance public understanding, and increase collective global action.
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Variations of aldehyde emission from representative tree species in 

urban forests by climate change
 

摘要：The aldehydes emitted from the main tree species composing 

the urban forest in South Korea were investigated. P. sargentii, Z. 

serrata, G. biloba, T. cuspidata, and M. glyptostroboides were 

considered target tree species. Variations of aldehyde emission rates 

were observed in relation to photosynthetic activity, temperature and 

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) conditions. By comparing 

the apparent quantum yield (AQY) results indicating photosynthetic 

activity with the aldehyde ER results, it was confirmed that the 

photosynthetic characteristics of the trees influence the aldehyde 

emission. The highest standard emission rate (at a standard condition: 

30?°C and 1000?μmol?m?2 s?1) of total aldehyde was found in Z. 

serrata (i.e., 964.9?ng gdw?1 h?1). On the other hand, the tree with 

the lowest standard emission rate was G. biloba (i.e., 164.6?ng gdw?1 

h?1). The composition ratios of emitted aldehydes differed according 

to the kind of tree. For most trees, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde 

emissions were of high proportions, and their standard emission rates 

showed the highest value among all aldehyde components. Two models 

(the T80 model considering only the temperature, and the G93 model 

considering the effect of both temperature and PAR) were used to 

calculate the standard aldehyde emission rate, and their correlation 

coefficient values compared by tree species. However, both models 

showed low correlation coefficients (below 0.77 (r2)) at all target 

trees.
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Climate change drives mountain butterflies towards the summits
 

摘要：Climate change impacts biodiversity and is driving range 

shifts of species and populations across the globe. To understand the 

effects of climate warming on biota, long-term observations of the 

occurrence of species and detailed knowledge on their ecology and 

life-history is crucial. Mountain species particularly suffer under 

climate warming and often respond to environmental changes by 

altitudinal range shifts. We assessed long-term distribution trends 

of mountain butterflies across the eastern Alps and calculated 

species?specific annual range shifts based on field observations and 

species distribution models, counterbalancing the potential drawbacks 

of both approaches. We also compiled details on the ecology, 

behaviour and life-history, and the climate niche of each species 

assessed. We found that the highest altitudinal maxima were observed 

recently in the majority of cases, while the lowest altitudes of 

observations were recorded before 1980. Mobile and generalist species 

with a broad ecological amplitude tended to move uphill more than 

specialist and sedentary species. As main drivers we identified 

climatic conditions and topographic variables, such as insolation and 

solar irradiation. This study provides important evidence for 

responses of high mountain taxa to rapid climate change. Our study 

underlines the advantage of combining historical surveys and museum 

collection data with cutting-edge analyses.
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A Climate Change Impact Assessment (CCIA) of Key Indicators and 

Critical Thresholds for Viticulture and Oenology in the Fraser 

Valley, British Columbia, Canada
 

摘 要 ： Grapevine growth and wine production are both closely 
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connected with weather and climate, making anthropogenic climate 

change a source of great uncertainty for the grape and wine 

industries. To assess the impacts of climate change on viticulture 

and oenology in the Fraser Valley, British Columbia, Canada, where no 

such assessment has been published to this date, a series of key 

indicators and critical thresholds were selected on the basis of 

their relevance to the local climate. Trends among these indicators 

and thresholds were calculated over a historic period (1970–2019) 

and projected over the twenty-first century for one intermediate-

emissions climate change scenario and one high-emissions climate 

change scenario. Historic trends were assessed using Environment and 

Climate Change Canada weather station data from Abbotsford, British 

Columbia. Two statistical downscaling methods were evaluated with 

regard to their ability to reproduce observed conditions in the 

Fraser Valley, and the most effective method was used to create 

projections of local, daily climate change scenarios. During the 

historic period, temperatures increased significantly while 

precipitation and moisture variables displayed insignificant trends, 

reflecting the trends observed across other wine regions in Canada 

and the northwestern United States. Throughout the twenty-first 

century, warming is expected to continue while precipitation 

decreases modestly. Extreme heat is projected to become far more 

frequent, whereas extreme cold and potential frost days become rare. 

In the short term, modifications to vineyard and winery operations 

may be sufficient adaptation strategies. Over the long term, new 

grape varieties will most likely need to be planted in existing 

vineyards and suitability for cool-climate varieties may shift 

northward in direction or upward in elevation.
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